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Message from the Head of the Department 

                                                        

Department of Civil Engineering 

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Shibpur, Howrah – 711 103 

                                                                                                                  

 Anirban Gupta  

                                                                       Professor & Head, Department of Civil Engineering 

 

 
Civil Engineering is among the oldest of engineering disciplines, but it continues to be among the most critical for 

addressing fundamental societal needs and offer boundless opportunities for innovation for sustainable and 

resilient buildings, transportation systems, energy and water infrastructure, as well as clean air, water and land, all 

within myriad constraints posed by the modern world. The Civil Engineering Department strives to equip he 

students with the fundamental knowledge, technical skills and practical experience to meet the challenges and 

opportunities likely to be encountered in the profession.  

The Society of Civil Engineers (SOCCE) periodically organises the event UDBHABANI which provides opportunities 

for the students to explore their multifarious talents. UDBAHBANI2K19 was successfully and professionally 

organized by the collective efforts of the students and I was witness to their commendable dynamism, sincere 

enthusiasm and camaraderie. Three Cheers for SOCCE !  

We are grateful to the corporate collaborators and alumni whose support always helped us for similar constructive 

events.  

I am happy that SOCCE is publishing the magazine ‘The Civil Engineers’ which is enriched by contributions from 

students, teachers, alumni and professional engineers. The magazine is always a cherished item by the students 

which provides them a platform to think, write and publish in black and white. It is heartening to note that the 

magazine is able to accommodate literary contributions also from the students of other departments.   

Prof. Pritam Saha, Professor-in-Charge of SOCCE and Prof. Soumya Bhattacharjya, editor of this issue of the 

magazine deserve special mention and thanks.   

I convey my best wishes for members of SOCCE and have faith that SOCCE will work with similar zeal in future 

years.                                                                                             

 

        Prof. Anirban Gupta 

                                                                       Professor & Head, Department of Civil Engineering 

 

https://www.iiests.ac.in/index.php/aboutanirban-gupta-civilmenuitem


 

Message from the Professor-in-charge of SOCCE 

                                                        

Department of Civil Engineering 

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Shibpur, Howrah – 711 103 

 

                                                                           Pritam Saha 

                            Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering 

 

 

 

 

I am very happy to note that the Society of Civil Engineers (SOCCE) of the Department of Civil Engineering, Indian 

Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur is bringing out the 2019 edition of the magazine “The 

Civil Engineers”.  

I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to the authors for their valuable contributions and congratulate 

the editorial team for their tireless efforts in giving the final shape.  

I hope, the current edition will go upswing and encourage the hidden talents of the students.  

My best wishes for the entire endeavours.  

 

 

 

 

(Dr. Pritam Saha) 

Professor – in - charge 

  Society of Civil Engineers 
 

  

https://www.iiests.ac.in/index.php/about-pritam-saha


 

Message from the Alumni Friends of SOCCE 

 

We are delighted to learn that SOCCE is going to publish the yearly magazine the “Civil Engineer” after a 

hiatus of three years.  We hope that SOCCE will consider the publication as the top priority among their 

activities. Civil Engineering is considered to be the oldest among all branches.  It is said that when 

prehistoric people laid a tree trunk to cross a ditch, Civil Engineering was born. It is in a way older than 

the human civilization as we know. You must take pride in the Civil Engineering discipline and always try 

to enhance the reputation of the field.   

Our Alma Mater, now being an Institute of National Importance, transitions into a truly national institution 

in the form of the first IIEST This will require administration and students to shoulder greater 

responsibilities to make our institution one of the top academic Centre of Engineering and Science.  Our 

CE department and its students should take the opportunity to lead and set an example for the other 

departments to follow. 

Revival of our past glories that were lost due to political turmoil in WB is achievable because of our own 
traditions, name recognition, present academic environment, academic facilities, and high-quality staff, 
energized by the Director who seems to be working hard to make the Institution a top tier one.   
 
As Civil Engineering is also the oldest program of our Alma mater, enhancing its reputation will also 

improve the standing of our Alma Mater among the engineering community at large. That, in return, will 

allow the CE graduates of the institution to be perceived as better than others and will have “competitive 

advantage” in getting better employment opportunities. As it is, past work performances of our alumni 

enabled us in earning a special place in the Civil engineering and construction industry in India, and we 

must work hard to keep our reputations for our own benefits. 

Alums will be encouraged to help the department if they are convinced that the faculty members are 
proactive, visionary and act as guide/mentor of our students so that they can be the best “they can be”.  
Alums are anxiously watching the faculties’ as well as the students’ performances.  All the alums are fully 
aware of the potentials of our Alma Mater and they sincerely believe that with proper planning and diligent 
efforts, our Institution can be one of the top ten engineering institutions in India in a short time period.  
They are ready to cooperate with the administration (forming similar to the Industrial Advisory Board as it 
exists in USA) towards such goal. 
 
The publication of “Civil Engineer” will demonstrate the students are capable of original thinking and can 

express themselves well.  SOCCE should make it a goal for future publications to publish all articles in 

English as it is the language of business. Showing proficiency in English is very important whether one 

works in industry or in academia.    

CE alums from all over the globe would like the department and the students to continue carrying out the 

SOCCE activities with a commitment to excel in the academic research and development works.  We 

hope this journal is published every year and through this publication, students get useful exposure to 

management, organization, persistence planning, marketing, communication, besides the value of core 

engineering.  

We encourage all CE students to get involved in some sort of SOCCE activities.  We would like to see 

that the SOCCE executive committee is formed (representatives from all the batches) in such a way that 

yearly succession takes place in an orderly fashion without interrupting any activities. We wish you all the 

best. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Students, Faculties and Staff of

Civil Engineering Department of IIEST

Do Your BEST as you know 

You deserve to be the BEST

c o mplime nts  o f

SOCCE Fan Club 

consisting of the following alumni: 

Saroj Bhol

Sandipan Paul

Sayanta Barman

Shyamal Bhattacharya

Siddhartha Chowdhury

Soham Mitra

Subir Sen

Subrata Mazumdar

Sujan Bhattacharya

Sunandan Dasgupta

Susobhan Ghosh

Swapan Chaudhuri

Tarun Basu

Adway Das 

Amitava Deb

(Late) Amitava Sarkar

(Late) Amrit Das

Arghadeep Laskar

Arun Deb

Asim Mazumdar

Bibek Bose

Debasis Karmakar

Dilip Dasmohapatra

Gan Mukhopadhyay

Jaydev Das

Jyoti R. Sengupta

Kajal Ghosh

Kajal Gupta

Nihar Biswas

Niladri Sannigrahi

Prabir Neogi

Pranesh Biswas

Pratik Moulik

Rupak Bhattacharya
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Message from Secretary of SOCCE 

                                                                  Satyam Kumar           

    Secretary 

SOCCE & UDBHABANI 2k19 

Session: 2018-2019 

  

Coming out of your comfort zone and taking responsibilities can make you learn things that one 

can’t get through academics. Here’s what SOCCE gives, an opportunity to the budding Engineers 

of the college, to learn things that utilises the concept of Engineering and give qualities like 

leadership, cooperation and teamwork. Utilize every opportunity whether small or big given to you 

because opportunity comes to only few. 

My interest for SOCCE arose when I witnessed the 2nd edition of UDBHABANI in the year 2015 

where our seniors gave us some tasks like sponsorship and publicity which were challenging and 

interesting at the same time.  UDBHABANI is full of challenges which require a good skilled team. 

It was a dream that we tried to fulfil in the year 2018 but failed due to lack of a good team. But 

finally, in 2019, we made a team that has much responsible and skilled students.  

The journey for UDBHABANI was not easy at all. Due to unavailability of dates, we had to choose 

dates for the fest which were just 40 days away. We had no prior good contacts of companies. I 

remember many of us used to step out from our room at 9 am and come back at 11 pm. Many a 

times, we had to leave our meals and sleep as well. But all these hard works resulted to make 

UDBHABANI 2k19 the most successful yet. You will find about the result of team’s hard work in 

detail in further pages. I would like to thank Prof Anirban Gupta, HOD and Prof Pritam Saha, 

Convenor for his enthusiasm and guidance to organize the fest. I also thank all our respected 

professors specially Prof Sudip Kumar Ray and Prof Arun Kumar Chakraborty for their untiring 

efforts for the fest. 

I congratulate the publication team of the magazine “The Civil Engineers” for their efforts to publish 

this magazine. Special thanks to all our respected alumni who sponsored the fest and kept us 

motivated throughout. Thanks to all UDBHABANI and SOCCE members and volunteers especially 

Chandrashekhar, Rishabh and Debjit for giving their best efforts, IRSC Team for organizing events 

in collaboration with SOCCE. 

SOCCE is the oldest society of IIEST, Shibpur and what makes it so great is that alumni who passed 

out in 1960s are still concerned about the society and Department a lot specially Shawn Ghosh sir 

who is acting as the backbone of SOCCE for many years. I wish all the best to the future committee 

of SOCCE and UDBHABANI to keep working hard and make all efforts to bring the glory that 

SOCCE actually deserves. 



 

Message from Treasurer 

Sonu Kumar Sharma   

                            Treasurer, UDBHABANI 2K19                                                                                       

Secretary (Present)  

SOCCE, Session: 2019-20                                                                                                                              

It all started when Satyam and Chandrasekhar Bhaiya decided finally that whatever happens we 

will organise Udbhabani this time. It already had a halt of 2 years and so we were even unable to 

publish this magazine. It was very difficult for all of us to organise this event in such a short time 

coming. All these things were done within a period of 40 days. Those 40 days are still there and 

will always remain that special because it made us believe in team, in hard work and in efforts. 

The team which we had really supported us specially the then first years and the then second years. 

I don’t think it would have been possible if they all were not there. We, the then third years 

coordinated well with them and never let anyone else loose hope. 

I still remember when team members were leaving for publicity in other colleges and then those 

sponsorship things which was creating a lot of pressure on each and every one as we were unable 

to get any good news until last week countdown started. Then came our beloved faculty members, 

who does not only make our dreams come true but also made us aware that if we are ready to put 

our time in doing something for our department, they will always be there.                                                                                          

 

I, being a part of SOCCE and Udbhabani 2k19, on the occasion of this magazine being published, 

would like to thanks and congratulate all our alumni support, our faculty members, my whole team 

and specially those who were never in the front but always backed us from behind. 

A big thank you to all the companies who believed in us and helped us to conduct Udbhabani 

properly and at this level even after a halt of 2 years. Your support to us will always be remembered 

and appreciated by each and every member of this society. 

Last but not the least, I would like to congratulate everyone who all have ever given even a little bit 

even a percent to support SOCCE and its much better than giving zero percent to it. 

Also, would like to tell everyone that “Even if you can’t do it for yourself, do it for them”. Never 

ever forget your college, and your department because these things don’t show you what they are 

doing for you but where ever you go, these two things will always have your back. You may not 

feel it now but you will surely feel it someday. 

 

 

 



 

Editorial Message 

                                                        

Department of Civil Engineering 

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Shibpur, Howrah – 711 103 

 

Dr. Soumya Bhattacharjya 

Associate Professor  

 

Message from the Teacher-in-Charge of the editorial section 

 

 

 

 

 

It is of immense pleasure for me to see that collective endeavour of my students of Civil Engineering Department 

IIEST, Shibpur has given a commendable shape of the Magazine ‘The Civil Engineers-2019’. This magazine is a 

tradition of this old department and can be traced back since many years.  

I sincerely acknowledge all the faculty members, students and staff members of this department who is directly or 

indirectly connected to this fruitful publication. I must specially thank, Biman Rakshit, Purushotam Kr. Mehta, 

Abhinav Kumar and Supriya Karmakar for their constant efforts and heavy workload they took to collate the 

edition.   

 

 

 

(Soumya Bhattacharjya) 

 

 

 

 

Howrah – 711 103  West Bengal  INDIA  • TEL: (033)2668-3223, 2668-4561-63 (Ext 659)  M- 9830561873  •  FAX: (033)2668-2916   

•  e-mail: soumya@civil.iiests.ac.in   
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                          Society of Civil Engineers                 

Department of Civil Engineering 

Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur 

Howrah-711103 

Contact: socce.iiests@gmail.com 

 

The Society Of Civil Engineers (SOCCE) is an organisation formed by the students of Civil 

Engineering department of the Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur 

(formerly Bengal Engineering and Science University, Shibpur ) along with the active and 

motivating leadership of the faculty members of Civil Engineering department to form a platform 

for different students to share their ideas amongst themselves. The main purpose of setting up this 

organisation was to encourage students to come up with innovative solution to various problem. We 

also, through SOCCE promote various extracurricular activities. 

SOCCE has manifold activities. It maintains a perfect harmony with the departmental activity and 

looks beyond. It helps to maintain a healthy socio-academic environment among the fraternity of 

civil engineers of  B.E COLLEGE  .Its activities have a wide range ,Be it providing academic 

support ,assistant in placement ,arranging cultural programs, arranging alumni meet, organising 

various competitive events through which there occurs an intensive interaction between budding 

civil engineers of various other institute .SOCCE also organises various seminars and workshops in 

association with various institutions and industries in order to help students become aware of the 

latest developments in the field of science and technology additionally, SOCCE also publishes an 

annual magazine cum technical journal through which articles and papers of various professors and 

students are brought in front of  a wider audience. 

The latest initiative taken by SOCCE has been to organise a nation level technical festival, 

UDBHABANI 2K19.Udbhabani which literally means innovation , desires to spring out the acute 

and raw intellect of budding civil engineers and aims to provide platform for students from  all over 

the country to congregate and show case their technical prowess in the various field of civil 

engineering . 

Udbhabani 2k19 is a culmination of efforts both on the part of the students as well as the faculty 

.The objective of  hosting this event is to encourage students to think about the practical feasibility 

and application of the knowledge that they obtain from their books .We wish to inspire students to 

explore the creative side their brains , to think outside the box and to come up with innovative 

solutions to the challenging problems we are facing in the 21st century .We also wanted to provide 



 

students with a platform here they could interact with eminent personalities from industries and get 

to know more about industries requirements and latest developments . 

This three-day event encompassed several contests in the field of surveying and structural planning 

and layout using AUTOCAD and modelled design of reinforced concrete structures. Also, non-

technical events such as Artistique and Letter Box, Grand Master tournament was organised. 

Besides the above we conducted several technical seminars and an industrial meet where prominent 

industrialist was present. Through our combined efforts and dedication Udbhabani became a grand 

success with more than participants from other engineering college and from our own college.   

UDBHABANI EVENTS’ DESCRIPTION 

INFORACE:  

The inquisitive event, which demanded to put the grey cells to intense challenges. Competing 

against the best of minds, only the savvy ones with knowledge, quick wit and of course great 

analytical abilities could reach to the top. Conducted by Quiz Master Somnath Chanda, a two-

round event held on 16th February, 2019 saw enthusiastic participation of students of all years and 

departments. It was a treat both to the eyes and ears to experience the neck-to-neck competition 

that raged, thus making the event a success. 

 

 

BUILDYARD 

The out-of-the-box event, challenging one’s imagination and creativity to build structures, all by 

oneself. We are all awed by the design and magnificence of high-rise buildings, so if given the 

chance to design as well as construct a model, how exciting would it be? This was the idea behind 

the event. The participants were provided with mundane items- ice-cream sticks, glue and the like. 

The outcome was inexplicable; such creative structures were built, which even supported loads on 

top of them. The wide participation of students from Civil as well as other departments made the 

event noteworthy. 



 

 

SNAP STRUCTURE 

‘Click!’A great opportunity to bring out the photographer within us, this event focused on clicking 

pictures of exquisite buildings and structures. The better angles and perceptions of vision stood out 

from the crowd. It was an effort to bring out the beauty and elegance of the structures we see around 

us. Some wonderful snaps were submitted which even served as a mini exhibition at Udbhabani 

premises. 

 

ROLLER COASTER 

A thrilling and chilling crazy experience of ups and downs, swipes and swerves, a palpitating heart 

and screaming out loud, that’s a roller coaster ride! We all have had extreme excitements while 

riding a roller coaster. However, it’s unlikely that we have ever thought about a roller coaster’s 

structural design. This event by Udbhabani was one of its kind to challenge building an actual model 

of this much-loved ride, out of cardboard. It was a great event with young minds trying their hand 

for the very first time, some failing, some succeeding, but everyone learning. 



 

 

SPEAK TO LEAD 

The debate competition, to express oneself by speaking one’s heart out on any random topic. The 

greatest leaders are those who have the ability to inspire through their words. This event invited 

students to take one step closer towards developing leadership skills, by meaningful argumentation 

and reasoning with cross-questioning and instant answering. The spontaneity, analytical ability and 

fluency in speaking of the participants were really commendable. The sharpness of their tongues 

and their presentation of ideas made the event great to experience. 

 

GRAND MASTER 

‘Checkmate! ‘The subtle art of putting one’s focus, patience and skills to work is through a game of 

chess. A brain gym, a battle of the minds, a test of each single move. This event attracted students 

of all ages, leading to silent wars on 8*8 boards, telling stories of the King, the Queen and their 

empire. The mind-racking game on black and white turned out to become the most participated 

event of Udbhabani. 



 

 

 

GO GREEN 

An event aiming at saving our Mother Nature and her bountiful resources by penning down what 

can be done at present to restore the greenery of earth, was ‘Go Green’. It required expressing one’s 

ideas about the feasible steps to be taken so that we can do our bit in saving our planet from depletion 

of its resources and making it clean and green. Many students came up with beautiful writings, 

suggesting several ways and means to make our earth a better place to live in. 

 

TREASURE HUNT 

For the ones pro at solving puzzles and decoding strange codes, Udbhabani organized an event to 

explore, analyse and discover a treasure by solving a series of hidden clues, jumbled but with secret 

hints. It required putting the thinking caps on, imagining beyond the ordinary and investigating 

closely by awakening the Sherlock from within. The excitement and fervour of the huge number of 

participating students spoke bounds of the event’s success. 



 

 

 

LETTER BOX 

26 letters, a million emotions! From filling up blanks to solving crosswords, we keep playing around 

with the letters of the English alphabet. This fun event was organized to take a break from our hectic 

lives and immerse in childlike joy while playing with letters. However, it was not as easy as it 

seemed. A good knowledge of English vocabulary was required to solve certain problems, beat 

many others and become a letter wizard. 

 

 

ARTISTIQUE 

Art is a way of expressing what words cannot explain. This poster-making competition aimed at 

bringing to the forefront the hidden emotions of the heart through colours on paper. The topic was 

‘Civil Engineering’, which was interpreted by different students in varied ways, thus providing a 

wide spectrum of ideas of all shades. All the artforms carried a deep message within, thus adding 

beauty to the already beautiful drawings, and were put up as a mini exhibition. 



 

 

 

CAD CATALYST 

AutoCAD is an efficient platform for Civil Engineers to model exquisite and utilitarian designs. 

This competition tested the professional skill and innovation of the participants in modelling using 

CAD. The proficiency and uniqueness in designing buildings and structures in a limited time was a 

challenging task indeed. Mainly students of final and pre-final year participated in this event. 

 

HYDROHOLIC 

Water, as basic a necessity for survival, can work wonders. Using the power of water to design 

machines was the idea behind this event. Participants had to design and build machines that worked 

using the principles of water. A challenging and equally exciting task, it required a solid 

understanding of hydraulics and also mechanics to be able to construct a machine and make it 

actually work. The end products were truly amazing, thus showcasing the wonderful talents of the 

students. 



 

 

 

Industrial Meet 

 It’s not everyday that one gets chance to meet some prominent industrialist and interact with them. 

It is extremely essential that students get to know about the last developments and work being done 

by the industries. Representatives from various industries from JSW Cements, Electrosteel, Dalmia 

Cements etc. They conducted interactive seminars on their recent projects and developments in 

R&D. Students were also provided special opportunities with their careers in later life. 
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LIFE CYCLE COST OF HDPE, GRP, MS, AND DI PIPES AS PER CENTRAL WATER COMMISSION 

PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION NETWORK MANUAL – ISO: 24516 AND NEERI HANDBOOK 

Authors: 

1. Sabarna Roy 

Senior Vice President (Business Development), 

Electrosteel Castings Limited, 

G. K. Tower, 

19, Camac Street, 

Kolkata – 700017. 

Email: sabarnaroy@electrosteel.com 

Abstract: 

2. Rajat Chowdhury 

Sr. Executive (Business Development), 

Electrosteel Castings Limited, 

G. K. Tower, 

19, Camac Street, 

Kolkata – 700017. 

Email: rajat.chowdhury@electrosteel.com

Life Cycle is the period (normally in number of years) of useful life of a capital asset. In other words, it is the period for which 

the capital asset can operate within acceptable limits with normal repairs and maintenance. This period is also called Design 

Useful Service Life (DUSL). DUSL is the period number of years for which the analysis is done. This should be taken equal to 

longest DUSL, amongst the competing materials. 

Life Cycle Cost is the total cost to be incurred for acquiring, maintaining and operating the asset during the ‘Life Cycle’. In 

the context of water conveyance system, these costs shall be as follows: 

a) As laid cost of the system (pumping stations, reservoirs, pipes, fittings, specialties etc.,) 
b) Operating cost of the system (power charges, fuel charges etc.,) 
c) Maintenance cost of the system. 

Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) is an analytical tool that evaluates the cost of a product over its entire life cycle. LCCA is used 

internationally by governments and industries to obtain the complete understanding of a product or process life cycle and 

provide decision makers a tool for appropriate decision. 

LCCA is commonly referred to as a “cradle-to-grave” analysis. LCCA is well suited to compare alternative products with 

differing cost expenditures over the useful service life. 

This study was conducted by the authors for making a submission to the Water Resources Department, Government of Odisha to arrive 

at a pipe policy for use of various kinds of pipe products in various kinds of irrigation projects to be adopted in Odisha based on Life Cycle 

Cost Analysis detailed-out in clause no. 5.4 of the CWC PIN Manual pages 26 to 31. This is presently under review by the Government of 

Odisha as on the date of submission of the paper. 

Life cycle cost analysis: Basic concept of life cycle cost (LCC). 

Water is supplied through pipes over centuries. With various technologies invented over the period of time, various types 

of pipe materials are developed and are in use in different parts of the world. With so many years of practice, the authorities 

have experienced the direct and indirect cost implications that are necessary to be considered while design of piped 

irrigation systems. It is very essential that we shall account for life cycle cost of the pipe supply system while arriving at the 

most suitable and economical pipe diameters and proper selection of pipe material. 

Life Cycle Cost shall be expressed as: CLCC = CC + CO + CRL + CM + CR + CD Where, 

CLCC = Life Cycle Cost, 

CC = Construction Cost, 

CO = Operation Cost, 

CRL = Revenue loss due to leakages, 

CM = Maintenances and repairs cost, 

CR = Pipe replacement costs for short lived pipe material, 
CD = Disposal Cost. 

Construction Cost 

Construction cost (CC) includes the cost of pipe material and associated laying costs CC = CP + CL 

Where, CP is the Cost of Pipe material CL is Cost of Laying. 

Operation Cost  Operation costs (CO) are calculated considering the electric power usages that are required for pump 

operations over the project period. 
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Revenue Loss due to Water Leakages 

Loss of revenue due to leakages (CRL) should be considered in Life Cycle Cost Analysis. Appropriate Water tariff shall be 

considered for computation of the revenue losses due to water leakages. 

Maintenances and Repair costs 

The Maintenance and Repair costs (CM) can be worked out on per meter basis as a fraction of construction cost and then 

capitalized over the project period. 

Replacement costs 

Consideration of replacement cost (CR) is essential for pipes having a shorter life in comparison with the project life. 

Disposal Cost 

Disposal cost (CD) account for the total cost incurred in removal of pipeline, waste disposal and salvage value, in case the 

pipe material is recyclable. 

Present Worth Estimation with Escalation 
Capitalization of Annual Cost Expenditure: 

The financial flow diagram which considers a flat rate of annual charges like leakage loss or maintenance cost is as given 

below: 

 



 

Considerations for Life Cycle Cost of HDPE, GRP, MS and DI Pipes as per CWC PIN Manual – ISO: 

24516 and NEERI Handbook: - 
1. Consideration of rates: 

a) Supply Rates for HDPE pipes (PN 6, PE – 100 Grade) are taken from item – 15 of Standard Schedule of Rates of Telengana for the 
year of 2017-18. 
Laying, jointing and testing Rates for HDPE pipes are taken from item – 15, pages – 3 and 4 of Standard Schedule of Rates of 

Telengana for the year of 2017-18. 

b) Supply, laying, jointing and testing Rates for GRP pipes (Stiffness Class 124 Kpa, 9 bar) are taken from item – 32 (Sl. No.1 and 2) of 
Standard Schedule of Rates of Telengana for the year of 2017-18. 

c) Supply Rates for MS pipes (with internal food grade epoxy coating of 406 microns and external epoxy coating of 406 microns) are 
taken from item – 10 of Standard Schedule of Rates of Tamil Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board for the year of 2017-18. 
Laying, jointing and testing Rates for MS pipes are taken from Sl. No. 2, Item No.14, of Standard Schedule of Rates of Telengana for 

the year of 2017-18. 

d) Supply Rates for DI pipes (for DN 100 – DN 1000 Class K7 and for DN 1100 – DN 1200 Class K9) are taken from item – 21 (Sl. No. 1) 
of Schedule of Rates of Telengana for the year of 2017-18. 
Laying, jointing and testing Rates for DI pipes (DN 100 – 1000 K7, DN 1100 – 1200 K9) are taken from item no. 7a (page – 191), 8b 

(page – 192) and 11e (page – 201) respectively of Standard Schedule of Rates of Tamil Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board for 

the year of 2017-18. 

2. The various parameters and Software for Life Cycle Cost Analysis are considered as per Table 5.1 titled: Illustration of 
computations for LCC Analysis based on assumed parameters of the CWC PIN manual. 

3. The salvage value of pipe materials are taken as: 50% for HDPE, 10% for GRP, 90% for Mild Steel and 100% for DI Pipes. 

Other Data: 
1. Project Life, n = 50 years 
2. Rate of interest on capital investment, Ir = 10 % per annum 
3. Rate of inflation for replacement cost, If = 6 % per annum 
4. Length of Pipe, L = 10 km 
5. Average Velocity, V =1.2 m/s 
6. Modified Hazen-William Coefficient(CR) are taken from Table 3.4 (Page-17) of CWC PIN guidelines. 
7. Leakage Losses as a percentage of Quantity supplied, Ql = 5% per cum 
8. Repairs & Maintenance cost as a percentage of construction cost = 5% per annum 
9. Unit Rate of Power = 3.5 Rs/Unit 
10. No of days the pipe runs in a year considering two crops = 240 days 
11. Water Charges = Rs 7 per cum 
12. Combined Efficiency of Pump - Motor Unit = 75 % 

Life of Pipe material (or Replacement interval) 
In table 5.2 Comparison of various Pipe Materials of CWC PIN guideline, under Design Useful Service Life, pipe life from two 
sources is mentioned. 

1. ISO/FDIS 24516-1:2016(E) (annexure B) : The minimum and maximum service lives of each type of pipe based on 
experience is shown in ISO FDIS 24516-1. 

Type of Pipe 
Maximum Life 

(years) 

Minimum Life 

(years) 

GRP - - 

HDPE (PE63/PE80) 70 40 

HDPE (PE80 Gen/PE100) 100 60 

MS 120 80 

DI with PE, ZN or cement coating 120 90 

2. NEERI: The minimum and maximum service lives of each type of pipe are given in Cl.6.3.10.1, Chapter 6 of Pipe Material 
Selection Handbook for Water Supply and Sewerage, Volume II, published by National Environmental Engineering Research 
Institute, Nagpur, October 2002. 

Type of Pipe 
Maximum Life 

(years) 

Minimum Life 

(years) 

GRP 30 10 

HDPE 25 10 

MS 40 25 

DI 90 70 



 

Results of the analysis: 

Selection of Pipe Material based on LCCA Cost analysis as per CWC PIN guideline 

 

 
Sl. 

No. 

 

Diameter 

(mm) 

LCCA Cost (As per ISO: 24516) 

(Rs. /m) 

LCCA Cost (As per NEERI Manual) 

(Rs. /m) 

 

HDPE 
 

GRP 
 

MS 
 

DI 
Pipe Material of Lowest 

NPV as per LCCA 

 

HDPE 
 

GRP 
 

MS 
 

DI 
Pipe Material of Lowest 

NPV as per LCCA 

1 90 - 160     HDPE     HDPE 

2 180     HDPE 4,438.00   4,099.00 DI 

3 225     HDPE 6,495.00   5,693.00 DI 

4 280     HDPE 9,401.00   7,541.00 DI 

5 300 11,113.00 - 16,567.00 9,590.00 DI 14,376.90 12,212.00 18,789.00 9,590.00 DI 

6 350 14,018.00 - 17,775.00 11,863.00 DI 18,278.99 13,631.00 20,122.00 11,863.00 DI 

7 400 16,959.00 - 20,973.00 14,325.00 DI 22,336.56 16,080.00 23,725.00 14,325.00 DI 

8 450 20,771.00 - 23,638.00 17,104.00 DI 27,145.45 19,074.00 26,694.00 17,104.00 DI 

9 500 24,048.00 - 26,085.00 20,236.00 DI 31,563.77 20,801.00 29,397.00 20,236.00 DI 

10 600 37,130.00 - 32,250.00 26,761.00 DI 49,063.07 28,157.00 36,248.00 26,761.00 DI 

11 700 46,376.00 - 38,943.00 34,338.00 DI 61,456.40 35,687.00 43,674.00 34,338.00 DI 

12 750  -  38,475.00 DI    38,475.00 DI 

13 800 57,950.00 - 46,828.00 42,635.00 DI 76,987.71 42,776.00 52,441.00 42,635.00 DI 

14 900 70,651.00 - 51,733.00 51,815.00 DI/ MS 94,064.79 52,756.00 57,676.00 51,815.00 DI 

15 1000  - 61,630.00 61,597.00 DI  62,820.00 68,713.00 61,597.00 DI 

16 1100   68,788.00 72,769.00 MS   76,478.00 72,769.00 DI 

17 1200   79,266.00 84,766.00 MS   88,111.00 84,766.00 DI 

18 1400 - 2500     MS     MS 

 

Summarized Life Cycle Cost of HDPE and DI Pipes as per CWC PIN Manual – ISO: 24516 and NEERI Hand 

Book 
 
 

Sl. 

No. 

HDPE DI 

 
ID 

(mm) 

 
OD 

(mm) 

 

Construction 

Cost 

(Rs./m) 

Life Cycle Cost 

(Rs./m) 
 

ID 

(mm) 

 
DN 

(mm) 

 

Constructio 

n Cost 

(Rs./m) 

Life Cycle Cost 

(Rs./m) 

As per ISO: 

24516 

As per NEERI 

Handbook 

As per ISO: 

24516 

As per 

NEERI 
Handbook 

1 81.1 90 280 1,333 1,572      

2 99.3 110 408 1,756 2,105 102 100 992 2,860 2,860 

3 112.8 125 516 2,099 2,540      

4 126.3 140 633 2,454 2,995      

5 144.4 160 813 2,990 3,685      

6 162.5 180 1008 3,577 4,438 154 150 1,375 4,099 4,099 

7 180.6 200 1234 4,213 5,267      

8 203.1 225 1575 5,149 6,495 206 200 1,906 5,693 5,693 

9 225.8 250 1920 6,092 7,733      

10 252.9 280 2391 7,358 9,401 257.4 250 2,548 7,541 7,541 

11 284.5 315 3065 9,109 11,728      

12 320.7 355 3819 11,113 14,377 308.8 300 3,259 9,590 9,590 

13 360.6 400 4986 14,018 18,279 356 350 4,088 11,863 11,863 

14 405.7 450 6,164 16,959 22,337 406.4 400 4,955 14,325 14,325 

15 450.7 500 7587 20,771 27,145 456.8 450 5,956 17,104 17,104 

16 504.9 560 8794 24,048 31,564 508 500 7,098 20,236 20,236 

17 568 630 11030 29,762 39,189      

18 640.3 710 13963 37,130 49,063 609.6 600 9,413 26,761 26,761 

19 721.5 800 17646 46,376 61,456 708 700 12,174 34,338 34,338 

20      758.6 750 13,667 38,475 38,475 

21 811.6 900 22276 57,950 76,988 809.2 800 15,129 42,635 42,635 

22 901.9 1000 27396 70,651 94,065 910.6 900 18,407 51,815 51,815 

23      1012 1000 21,839 61,597 61,597 

24      1111.2 1100 25,889 72,769 72,769 

25      1212.4 1200 30,209 84,766 84,766 

           

1. Construction Cost = Cost of Supply at site + Cost of Laying       

2. Life Cycle Cost = Construction Cost + Cost of Operation + Cost of Revenue Loss due to Leakage + Repair and Maintenance Cost + Replacement Cost + Disposal 
Cost - Salvage Value 
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Summarized Life Cycle Cost of GRP, MS, and DI Pipes as per CWC PIN Manual – ISO: 24516 and NEERI Hand Book 

 

 
Sl. 

No. 

GRP MS DI 

 
DN 

(mm) 

 

Construction 

Cost 

(Rs./m) 

Life Cycle Cost 

(Rs./m) As per 

 
OD 

(mm) 

 

Construction 

Cost 

(Rs./m) 

Life Cycle Cost 

(Rs./m) As per 

 
DN 

(mm) 

 

Construction 

Cost 

(Rs./m) 

Life Cycle Cost 

(Rs./m) As per 

As per ISO: 

24516 

 

NEERI 
Handbook 

As per ISO: 

24516 

 

NEERI 
Handbook 

As per ISO: 

24516 

 

NEERI 
Handbook 

1             

2         100 992 2,860 2,860 

3             

4             

5         150 1,375 4,099 4,099 

6             

7         200 1,906 5,693 5,693 

8             

9         250 2,548 7,541 7,541 

10             

11 300 3179 - 12212 323.9 6857 16,567 18,789 300 3,259 9,590 9,590 

12 350 3422 - 13631 355.6 7245 17,775 20,122 350 4,088 11,863 11,863 

13 400 4003 - 16080 406.4 8495 20,973 23,725 400 4,955 14,325 14,325 

14 450 4758 - 19074 457 9433 23,638 26,694 450 5,956 17,104 17,104 

15 500 5042 - 20801 508 10222 26,085 29,397 500 7,098 20,236 20,236 

16             

17 600 6916 - 28157 610 12339 32,250 36,248 600 9,413 26,761 26,761 

18 700 8747 - 35687 711 14602 38,943 43,674 700 12,174 34,338 34,338 

19         750 13,667 38,475 38,475 

20 800 10322 - 42776 813 17325 46,828 52,441 800 15,129 42,635 42,635 

21 900 12844 - 52756 914 18343 51,733 57,676 900 18,407 51,815 51,815 

22 1000 15277 - 62820 1016 21861 61,630 68,713 1000 21,839 61,597 61,597 

23     1118 23735 68,788 76,478 1100 25,889 72,769 72,769 

24     1219 27301 79,266 88,111 1200 30,209 84,766 84,766 

25             

26     1422 36942 105,991 117,960     

27             

28     1626 46202 133,156 148,125     

29             

30     1829 52415 155,903 172,885     

31             

32     2032 64551 190,965 211,879     

33     2235 76553 226,866 251,668     

34     2540 101764 296,867 329,838     

             

1. Construction Cost = Cost of Supply at site + Cost of Laying         

2. Life Cycle Cost = Construction Cost + Cost of Operation + Cost of Revenue Loss due to Leakage + Repair and Maintenance Cost + Replacement Cost + Disposal Cost - Salvage Value 

           

Conclusion: 
 

If one adopts life of pipe materials as per Annexure B of ISO: 24516, then HDPE pipes should be used up to 280 mm; DI pipes should 

be used between 300 mm and 1000 mm, and beyond 1000 mm MS pipes should be used. If life of pipe materials is considered as 

per the provision of the NEERI Manual, then up to 160 mm HDPE pipes should be used; 200 mm and above up to 1200 mm DI pipes 

should be used, and beyond 1200 mm MS pipes should be used. This Life Cycle Cost Analysis is required to be updated annually as 

per the modifications taking place in the Schedule of Rates of respective Governments. If readers want details of the computational 

analysis, they may contact the authors on their respective emails 
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FUNDAMENTALS OF BLAST PHENOMENON BLAST AND ITS FORM 

 
                                                                                                                              ARPAN BASU,4TH YEAR, CE                

An explosion is defined as a large-scale, rapid and sudden release of energy. Explosions can be categorized on 

the basis of their nature as physical, nuclear or chemical events. In physical explosions, energy may be released 

from the catastrophic failure of a cylinder of compressed gas, volcanic eruptions or even mixing of two liquids at 

different temperatures. In a nuclear explosion, energy is released from the formation of different atomic nuclei by 

the redistribution of the protons and neutrons within the interacting nuclei, whereas the rapid oxidation of fuel 

elements (carbon and hydrogen atoms) is the main source of energy in the case of chemical explosions. Examples 

of explosives include trinitrotoluene (TNT) and ANFO.  

An explosion in air creates a blast wave as a consequence of energy accumulation, forcing the surrounding 

air particles to displace. Blast wave instantaneously increases to a value of pressure above the ambient 

atmospheric pressure. This is referred to as the side-on overpressure that decays as the shockwave expands 

outward from the explosion source. When the wave front moves forward with a spherical shape, it encounters 

discontinuities. At this point, some energy is transferred across and some is reflected back. During and after the 

stress wave propagation, high pressure and high temperature gases extend the radial cracks, any discontinuity and 

fracture of already weakened joints. The explosive energy always takes the path of least resistance. This entire 

process occurs within a few milliseconds (msec) from the detonation of the explosives. 

 The effect of the shock wave, which travels away from the explosion faster than the speed of sound, poses 

the hazard at close-in locations. The shock front is similar to a moving wall of highly compressed air, and is 

accompanied by blast winds. When it arrives at a location, it causes a sudden rise in the normal pressure. The 

increase in atmospheric pressure over normal values is referred to as overpressure, and the simultaneous pressure 

created by the blast winds is called dynamic pressure. Both decays rapidly with time from their peak values to 

normal pressure, and overpressure actually sinks below the normal before equalizing back to normal atmospheric 

pressure. The overpressure causes hydrostatic-type loads, and the dynamic pressure causes drag or wind type 

loads. High reflected pressures are generated on surfaces that the shock front strikes head-on or nearly head-on. 

At a given distance from ground zero, overpressures and dynamic pressures decay with time but may last for 

seconds. 

The time the reflected pressure takes to clear a point on a surface depends mainly on the distance to the 

closest free edge of the bridge from the point of explosion, and may take as little as one millisecond. Due to their 

sudden application and relatively long duration, loads produced by overpressure and dynamic pressure can be 

more critical than equivalent static loads, but the damaging effects of the even higher reflected pressure is reduced 

by their short lives. After a short time, the pressure behind the front may drop below the ambient pressure. During 

such a negative phase, a partial vacuum is created and air is sucked in. This is also accompanied by high suction 

winds that carry the debris for long distances away from the explosion source.     
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Fig 1: Variation of overpressure with distance from centre of explosion at various times. 2: Variation of overpressure with 

time at a given distance from centre of explosion 3: Variation of dynamic pressure with time at a distance from the explosion. 

  The time variation of the same blast wave at a given distance from the explosion is shown in Fig 2, to 

indicate the time duration of the positive phase and also the time at the end of the positive phase. Another 

quantity of the equivalent importance is the force that is developed from the strong winds accompanying the 

blast wave known as the dynamic pressure; this is proportional to the square of the wind velocity and the 

density of the air behind the shock front. Its variation at a given distance from the explosion is shown in Fig.3. 

 Mathematically the dynamic pressure Pd is expressed as. 

𝑃𝑑 =
1

2
 ρu2                                                                             (1) 

Where, u is the velocity of the air particle and ρ is the air density. The peak dynamic pressure decreases with 

increasing distance from the centre of explosion, but the rate of decrease is different from that of the peak 

overpressure. At a given distance from the explosion, the time variation of the dynamic pressure Pd behind the 

shock front is somewhat similar to that of the overpressure Ps, but the rate of decrease is usually different. For 

design purposes, the negative phase of the overpressure in Fig.2 is usually conservatively ignored. 

 

PREDICTION OF BLAST PRESSURE 

Blast wave parameter for conventional high explosive materials have been the focus of a number of studies during 

the 1950’s and 1960’s.   The estimations of peak overpressure due to spherical blast based on scaled distance Z=R/W1/3 was 

introduced by Brode (1955) as: 

              Pso= 6.7/z3  + 1 bar (Pso>10bar)                                                                                                                    (2) 

              Pso=0.975/z + 1.455/z2+ 5.85/Z3-0.019 bar 

                            (0.1bar < Pso < 10 bar)                                                                               (3) 

As the blast wave propagates through the atmosphere, the air behind the shock front is moving outward at lower 

velocity. The velocity of the air particles, and hence the wind pressure, depends on the peak overpressure of the 

blast wave. This later velocity of the air is associated with the dynamic pressure, q(t). The maximum value, q(s), 

say, is given by 
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q(s) = 
5𝑃𝑠𝑜

2

 2(𝑃𝑠𝑜+7𝑃𝑜)
                                                        (4)  

If the blast wave encounters an obstacle perpendicular to the direction of propagation, reflection increases the 

overpressure to a maximum reflected pressure Pr as: 

Pr = 2Pso
7Po+4Pso

7Po+Pso
                                                        (5) 

 

BLAST INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES 

1. Coupled methods: In the FSI procedure, the structure is modelled as a multi-degree-of-freedom 

(MDOF) system with Lagrangian elements, while the air and the explosive are explicitly defined using Eulerian 

elements. The recent development of the arbitrary Lagrangian- Eulerian (ALE) formulation, which permits 

multiple substances within a single element, has resolved the shortcomings of the Lagrangian approach and the 

Eulerian approach in computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The studies are made based on Numerical simulation 

as well as Experimental procedure. 

 

2. Uncoupled methods: Blast load estimation is usually performed with the aid of empirical equations as 

well as theoretical approaches. The blast action is imposed either uniformly or in a non-uniform manner on the 

targets. In an equivalent static analysis where the inertial effect and dynamic material properties are ignored, 

dynamic blast loads are converted into equivalent static loads; in a dynamic analysis, an actual structural 

configuration can either be idealised as an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system where a lumped 

mass supported by a weightless spring is affected by an axial force that brings about a displacement that 

corresponds to the deflection at the critical location of the actual arrangement under the original loading, or 

represented as a MDOF system based on finite element analysis (FEA) or frame analysis. The study are made on 

Static analysis and Dynamic analysis procedure 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

For high-risks facilities such as public and commercial tall buildings, design considerations against 

extreme events (bomb blast, high velocity impact) is very important. It is recommended that guidelines on 

abnormal load cases and provisions on progressive collapse prevention should be included in the current Building 

Regulations and Design Standards. Requirements on ductility levels also help improve the building performance 

under severe load conditions. 
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Introduction 

Transportation is a derived demand and is an intrinsic part of everyone’s life. But most of the people all over the world want 

to spend less time in their regular travelling to work place or dropping their children to school etc. During early days, people 

used to walk to travel from one place to another. Gradually, they shifted to riding on animal back to retain their energy and 

to reduce their travel time. Afterwards, motorized vehicles were introduced to further reduce the travel time. The gradual 

introduction of new modes of transport was not just to reduce the travel time but also to improve the safety and comfort of 

the journey. As people started getting more facilities they craved for more. Punctuality has become a very important issue 

recently. Now, the trip makers are also concerned about the reliability of the different modes. Most of the people ranging 

from the middle income group to high income group tend to consider the reliability factor of a particular mode of transport 

while choosing the mode for their trips, especially work trips. The practical and the mathematical concept of the reliability 

have been discussed in the next section. 

Concept of Reliability 

According to the English dictionary, the meaning of reliability is “the quality of being trustworthy or the quality of 

performing consistently well”. This may be related to a human being or a machine or even the Transportation system. In the 

transportation context, reliability gives a measure of how efficiently the system is working over a period of time. In other 

words it may also be related to an uncertainty in the time taken to travel from the start to the end of a person’s journey. This 

means that a person must make some allowance in the planning their journey to allow for this uncertainty so that they can 

still reach the destination within the desirable time. A public bus can be treated as reliable if the bus follows the scheduled 

time of departure; travel time of the bus from the origin terminus to the destination terminus remains same almost every-

day. Mathematically, reliability can be defined as the probability of attaining success in an event over a period of time. For 

example, out of ten days, if a bus reaches its destination at the scheduled arrival time on nine days, then it is said that the 

bus is 90% reliable. Here, reaching the destination is an event, reaching the destination on time is attaining success and the 

number of days this success is achieved is its reliability. Practically, it often becomes very difficult for a bus to maintain the 

above criteria of reliability while travelling through the heavy traffic during the peak hours. Sometimes it reaches the 

destination early or sometimes late. Some of the factors that affect the reliability of any bus service are: (i) The traffic 

composition on the road; (ii) Time of the day; (iii) Route length; (iv) Passenger Volume; (v) Type of operator (For example: 

Government buses and Private buses); (vi) Vehicle condition; chances of sudden breakdown; (vii) Driver characteristics; 

(viii) Weather condition. These are some of the important parameters. Considering these facts, the trip makers tolerate up 

to a certain level of earliness or lateness of the bus. The tolerance level is subjective and depends on different characteristics 

of the individuals, such as socio-economic characteristics, purpose of the trip and type of the bus in which the passenger is 

travelling. These characteristics of each individual affect their perception of the reliability of a particular mode of public 

transport. 
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Criteria for a Reliable Public Transport 

A Public Transport is judged reliable or unreliable by its passengers. The passengers set up certain criteria according to their 

judgment and perception. The transport modes are then assessed on the basis of these criteria and are perceived as reliable. 

The criteria may be classified into three parts: 

• At the Origin Terminus: Every transit service has a time table for the departure time of buses. A transit service is 

perceived as reliable by the passengers if it adheres to the scheduled time table of departure at the origin terminus.  

• At Route Level: Every transit service has a scheduled travel time for its movement from origin terminus to destination 

terminus. A transit service is judged reliable by a passenger if the actual travel time of the bus meets the expectation 

of the passenger. [2] 

• At Bus Stop Level: The headway of two consecutive Public Transport vehicles at the origin terminus should be same 

as that at the intermediate stops. A passenger perceives a service to be reliable if the headway of the transit service at 

the intermediate stops matches with that of the origin terminus. This reduces the waiting time of the passenger and 

makes a bus service reliable. [2] 

These are the three ideal criteria based on which a passenger judges a transit service to be reliable. But practically these are 

not always possible due to many different factors. This means that a transit service gets delayed or deviated from the 

passenger’s expected travel time. The different factors that affect the reliability of transit services are discussed in the next 

section. 

Factors Affecting Reliability of a Roadway Public Transport, i.e. City Bus 

There are many parameters that affect the reliability of a Bus service. The parameters can be classified into two categories 

viz. Primary factors and Secondary factors. Primary factors are those fundamental or basic issues that exist in the transport 

system. These primary factors affect the traffic flow along the route and create the secondary factors. The major factors that 

are identified from the previous works of various scholars and are discussed as follows: 

 Fundamental Factors: 

• Land Use: Land-use involves the management and modification of natural environment or wilderness into built 

environment such as settlements and semi-natural habitats such as arable fields, pastures, and managed woods. It 

also has been defined as the total of arrangements, activities, and inputs that people undertake in a certain land cover 

type. More attractive land uses attract more visitors as well as more vehicles. Increased vehicles will increase the 

congestion which incurs unnecessary delay leading to unreliable public transport service. [1] 

• Traffic composition on the road: The heterogeneity of traffic is an important factor that creates congestion [5]. In 

a traffic stream, the speed of the vehicles is governed by the speed of the leading vehicle of a platoon. For example, 

if a bus in a stream lies in a platoon, then the speed of the bus will depend on the speed of the leading vehicle. This 

increases the in-vehicle travel time and ultimately affects the travel time of the buses making it unreliable. 

• Time of the day: Peak hours adversely affect the reliability of a bus [1]. Generally, peak hours of work trips are 

those in which maximum people commence their journey towards their work places. Working hours for most of the 

Government or private offices commence from 9 or 10 in the morning and gets over at around 5 or 5.30 in the 

evening. So, a peak hour towards office may be considered from 8 a.m. onwards and from office towards home at 

around 5.30p.m to 7.30p.m. During these hours work trips are generated and the traffic volume reaches its peak. 

This creates the maxi-mum congestion which affects the reliability.  

• Route length: Trip length is the distance between the trip origin and the destination. Many researchers have 

identified that the unreliability increases for a bus line with increasing travel distance. Thus, longer the trip length 

the service will tend to be unreliable. [2],[6] 

• Passenger Volume: It is the number of passengers boarding or alighting the bus during the whole trip. During peak 

hours, more number of people is expected to board and alight from the bus. This increases the dwell time and hence 

the journey time for both short and long distance passengers increases. Many researchers have mentioned this factor 

as one of the significant parameter that affects the reliability. [6] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilderness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Built_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Built_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_settlement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arable_land
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pasture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Woodland
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Along with these factors, type of service operators, driver characteristics [8], vehicle condition and weather 

condition affects the reliability of a city bus service. 

Derived Factors: 

• Waiting Time: The main derived factor is the waiting time. The unreliability of a public transport is attributed 

mostly to excess waiting time. Whenever a passenger has to wait for longer time, the bus becomes unreliable to 

him/her. Generally, waiting time increases due to headway variation at origin terminus or at the route level. 

[2],[3],[4] 

• Congestion: Congestion [7] can occur due to two reasons –  

o Bus bunching at a particular bus stop, i.e., arrival of two or more buses of the same route at a particular bus 

stop. This creates unnecessary delay for the following bus as it depends on the leading bus to complete the 

boarding and alighting process and give way to the following bus. 

o The heterogeneous traffic condition in the Indian roads leads to unnecessary lane changing behavior of driver of 

the fast moving vehicles which in turn contributes to the overall congestion in a traffic stream. 

o The delay caused due to traffic signal also affects the reliability of a bus service. The traffic signal cycle during 

peak hours are higher than other time of the day due to the huge traffic volume. This contributes to the delay in 

the travel time which finally affects the reliability as the buses fail to reach the destination within the scheduled 

time. [1],[6]. 

The magnitude of delay due to congestion depends on some of the fundamental factors such as traffic composition, time of 

day, route length. The delay magnitude attains the maximum value during the peak hours as because the traffic volume on 

the road is highest during the peak hours. These are the factors which influence the reliability of any bus service as observed 

by the researchers all over the world. Each factor contributes differently to the reliability of the bus services. These factors 

can be analysed using different methods to evaluate the reliability of the public transport system and can also be used to 

identify the ways to improve the reliability. 

Conventional Methods of Reliability Estimation: 

Five standard measures were developed by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA Report 2006) to determine the travel 

time reliability. These five standard measures are also used in Indo-HCM (2017). These methods have been used by many 

researchers for estimating the travel time reliability of routes. The parameters are defined below. 

95thpercentile Travel Time (T95): It denotes the travel time which is less than or equal to 95% of sample travel times. 

Higher T95 means the variation of travel time is high. This indicates less reliability. 

Buffer Time (TB): The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the mean travel time (μt) is called the Buffer 

Time. This represents the extra time needed to compensate for unexpected delays. Higher the buffer time for a passenger, 

less reliable is the mode of travel for that passenger.  

TB = T95 - μt                (1) 

Buffer Index (Bi): It is the ratio of Buffer time to the mean travel time expressed in terms of percentage. It is also termed 

as Reliability Buffer Index (RBI %). This indicates the extra percentage of time a trip maker should add to his/her expected 

mean travel time to ensure on time or earlier arrival to the destination. More the Buffer Index lower is the reliability. 

Bi = 
𝑇𝐵

μt

× 100%             (2) 

Planning Time Index (Pi): It is the ratio of the 95th percentile travel time to the free flow travel time expressed in terms of 

percentage. It compares the longest travel time against a travel time incurred by free-flow traffic. Higher the Pi less reliable 

is the mode of travel.  
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 Pi = 
𝑇95

𝑇𝐹
× 100%                (3) 

Planning Time (Pt): It is the summation of average/mean travel time and buffer time. Higher the buffer time more will be 

the planning time and lesser the reliability of the mode. 

Pt = μt + TB              (4) 

 

A term similar to Buffer Index can be used as service reliability indicator and is named as Buffer Mark (Bm). This is defined 

as the ratio of Buffer Time to the Scheduled Travel Time (STT) for any route. It is expressed in percentage. 

         Bm = 
𝑇𝐵

STT
x 100%                    (5) 

Here, Bm will tend to Bi when mean travel time will tend to scheduled travel time. Higher the difference between Bm and Bi, 

higher is the unreliability. 

 

Concluding Remarks: 

Punctuality has become a very important issue recently and the trip makers are also concerned 

about the reliability of the different modes. Most of the people tend to consider the travel time 

reliability factor of a particular mode of transport while choosing the mode for their trips, 

especially work trips. So, it is very important nowadays, to provide reliable transit services in 

order to prevent passengers from shifting their mode choice from public transport to private 

transport. Reliability of a public transport is one of the major factors in attaining sustainable 

transport system. 
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                                        A Simple Algorithm for Finite Element Mesh Generation  

-Debojyoti Pandit 

Assistant professor, CE Department 

Introduction 

Computer aided engineering (CAE) has become an industry norm these days.  And in most of the CAE 

approaches, a mesh which is nothing but a mathematical description of spatial discretization, is an indispensable 

part of modelling the physical system. 

It is also agreed that there are several commercial software’s which will do a decently good job for modelling 

followed by solving and also result viewing. However, from research point of view, the search for a better mesh 

generator has never ceased. In fact, I believe the whole new field of iso-geometric analysis and design has resulted 

from the search for an efficient modelling approach, see [1]. 

While I was pursuing my PhD, one of my junior lab mates, was struggling with a modelling problem. He had to 

solve a rectangular plate with a circular inclusion at the centre. Now, most finite element books and software 

tutorials do give the solution for plate with a hole. But in his case, he had to use a different material property in 

the hole or inclusion area. Additionally, there was a widespread fear in him that he might have to etch several 

holes in a single plate and with arbitrary dimensions and material properties! Hence it was clear that manual way 

of trying to do the job won’t help. We searched the net and found a good paper, see [2], but it was still a bit more 

complicated to work with to suite the problem. Nevertheless it inspired us to write our own code using elementary 

mathematics. In this short article, I will try to explain the algorithm that I developed with the help of an example.  

Algorithm 

 Let’s say we have to mesh a two-dimensional rectangular plate of dimension a x b with n equal intervals on each side using 

triangular elements as shown in Fig. 1a. For simplicity of representation we will mesh each sides of the rectangle with just 

n=3 intervals (see Fig 1a).  The intersection of the vertical and horizontal lines drawn along the interval boundaries creates 

the node points and rectangular boxes. Each rectangular box is identified by the positive integer index I. And each 

intersection point which is called a node is assigned another positive integer Z. Clearly, both I and Z are functions of two 

positive indices i and j. In the horizontal direction i.e. along x direction j increases while along y direction i increases as 

shown in Fig. 1a. The node number Z and box number I are given by: (the derivation is easy) 

)2.........(............................................................).........12(

)1.......(............................................................).........1)((1(

+−+=
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The element numbers are derived from the box number I as 2I and 2I-1and how a box is divided into the two triangular 

elements is shown in Fig.1(a) & 1(b). 
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The rectangular mesh with n=3 intervals (b) A box with identity I is divided into two triangular elements with 

element numbers shown within circles. 

 

Having completed the mesh for a rectangular plate, the coordinates of centroid of each element can be readily 

obtained. Once the coordinate of centre of hole (x0, y0) or inclusion along with its radius R are available, a search 

operation for all the elements  with number k and centroid (xk, yk) the following condition check is performed: 

 

)3........(................................................................................0)()( 22

0

2

0 −−+− Ryyxx kk  

  

Clearly, the elements which satisfy inequality no. 3 can be easily picked and assigned any material property that 

we desire. It is self-evident that a greater number of intervals will help to capture the inclusion geometry more 

accurately. This is shown in Fig. 2a and in Fig. 2b where n=10 and then n=100 are considered. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (2.a) n=10 divisions and (2.b) n=100 divisions along the edges of the rectangle. Clearly with increasing the 

divisions the hole (red dots) has become more circular. 
 

Concluding Remarks 
 

An elementary algorithm to generate a mesh suitable for two-dimensional finite element simulation is 

presented. The algorithm employs elementary level mathematics and coding effort, yet is powerful enough to 

simulate 

multiple inclusions of arbitrary shapes within a rectangular plate and be assigned arbitrary material properties. 

For arbitrary shape of inclusions, only the inequality constraint needs to be suitably modified. The algorithm 

may be modified to improve the efficiency as it creates a uniform mesh. 

The primary goal of the article is to encourage students and scholars to write their own code whenever the need 

arises. 
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Changing Role of Civil Engineers: Leader of a Multi-disciplinary team! 
(Kausik Banerjee)  

 Prologue                                       

                         Need of the hour is to modernize and revise the Engineering syllabus/ curriculum after a 

thorough Review to meet the future challenges already evident from the ground reality. Our focus 

should be on the Skill development, particularly in those areas where Academia is yet to reorient 

themselves to bridge the gap generated recently due to rising expectations by the citizens as well as 

growing demands by the stakeholders related to Infrastructure development.  

Main upcoming areas which have to be addressed by Civil Engineers in near future may be as follows: 

1. Green Transport Planning & Energy efficiency 

2. Green Building & Energy efficiency 
3. Optimum & Smart Resource Management in Water Resources and Public Health Engineering. 
4. Environmental Engineering & Climate Change issues 
 
5. Safety Engineering and Highway Planning 
6. Restoration of Heritage structures and Construction materials 
7. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), Structural audit and Seismic Retrofitting 
8. Forensic Engineering & Reliability 
 

Emerging Challenges 
                            With the advent of modern computer on the one side and proliferation of High-rise buildings in 

and around metropolises due to scarcity of land on the other side, necessitated revision of relevant Code IS 1893 

in the year 2002 (and subsequently in the year 2016) which incorporated advanced technological provisions. Bhuj 

earthquake (year 2001) in Gujrat may be an eye opener in many respects. As per available records around 15,500 

Heritage buildings were damaged due to earthquake, raising the urgent necessity of Seismic Rehabilitation and 

evolving a proper methodology and techniques for that purpose. Again, side by side another fact cannot be denied 

that while many buildings built with so called Modern technology or Quasi-modern technology were damaged or 

collapsed in Bhuj Earthquake, many buildings built with traditional methods and indigenous technology survived 

or suffered least. Both these phenomena call for a thorough investigation, research, proper documentation and 

introspection by Engineers & Architects to arrive at a conclusion.  

                       With this backdrop in mind we should appreciate that our stock of old and often Heritage buildings 

are ever increasing which call for either proper Restoration / Renovation or planned Demolition as the case may 

be. For this purpose, Serial no. 6,7,8 narrated above may be useful.  

                        Moreover, in case of any unfortunate Collapse of Structures, Theory of Reliability will come into 

play and the role of Forensic Engineer may become crucial as witnessed after some Fire related Building 

Collapses in Kolkata in recent times.  

                        We may remember that in the aftermath of a recent bridge collapse in Kolkata the importance of Condition 

Survey of Bridges as well as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) with the aid of Sensors came to the fore as narrated in 

Serial no.7 &8 above.   
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                 The air quality in Kolkata has been exceptionally bad this winter, senior officials of West Bengal 

Pollution Control Board and State government admitted at an event earlier this week. 

A presentation by Niraj Singhal, member secretary, WBPCB, highlighted that in 2018, pollutant (particulate 

matter 2.5 and 10) concentration in Kolkata remained higher than the national average on 176 days. 

A pilot study by National Environmental Engineering Research Institute suggests that 37% of particulate matter 

pollution is because of road dust and construction activities and 26% because of solid waste burning in the city. 

While a detailed study will be available by mid-2019, experts have suggested covering construction areas with 

geotextile fabric and installing dust barriers appropriate to the location. 

                                 Above is extracted from a report published in the daily “The Hindu.” Such an alarming situation calls 

for some drastic measures to address the crisis and challenges the very tenet of Sustainable Development. Any piecemeal 

approach on ad-hoc basis to tackle the situation is unlikely to yield any tangible result in this respect. Only a Planning with 

holistic vision to be chalked out by a dedicated multidisciplinary team comprising experts from various related fields may 

salvage the situation. This doctrine of Civil Engineers’ Future Role as the Leader of a Multi-disciplinary team with an 

innovative approach for problem solving has been amply highlighted in the ASCE Vision 2025 document discussed below. 

However, to enable the Civil Engineering students to take up such challenging role would require their thorough grinding 

in subjects Serialised as 1 to 4 above during their University days itself. Climate Change and its impact on our own 

Environmental Quality & Public health is no longer a coffee table discussion in the side-line of International Summits or 

Seminars, but a real threat knocking at our doorsteps. Hence, it is almost declaring war against our national enemy.      

  Now, a market study with a clear note of optimism. Global Civil Engineering Construction Market is expected 

to grow at a (compound annual growth rate) CAGR of +6% during the forecast period 2019-2025 as per a   

study conducted by the organisation, Research N Report. 

   Civil Engineering Construction contains planning and execution, transportation of materials, site 

development based on hydraulic, environmental, structural and geotechnical engineering. As construction 

firms tend to have higher business risk than other kinds of civil engineering firms do, construction engineers 

often engage in more business-like transactions, e.g., drafting and reviewing contracts, evaluating logistical 

operations, and monitoring prices of supplies. This is a market trend revealed in the above study. 

Vision 2025- a document prepared by American Society of Civil 

Engineers (ASCE) 

                      This vision document envisaged a multifaceted role of Civil Engineers in near future as 

elaborated below: 

Civil engineers will be entrusted by society to help achieve a sustainable world and raise the global quality 

of life. Civil engineers, as a body of professionals, will be master (1) planners, designers, and constructors; 

(2) stewards of the natural environment; (3)innovators and integrators of technology; (4) managers of  

risk; and (5) leaders in shaping public policy, where “master” implies “leader” in both role and knowledge 

1. Civil Engineer as Master builder 

To achieve the first Vision outcome, civil engineers—as leaders in planning, designing, and constructing the built 

environment— will have to light the torch and position themselves at the helm of multi-disciplinary, global, collaborative 

teams that carry out successful projects. In their role as master builders, they will have to acquire a new, more expansive 

body of knowledge, provide ethical guidance, attract a diverse workforce, and define the knowledge and responsibilities for 

each member of a well-defined hierarchy of professionals and paraprofessionals. In addition, 
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civil engineers must educate their colleagues, partners, and the public on what civil engineers bring to the table, and become 

knowledgeable, vocal advocates of sustainable economic growth through infrastructure renewal. 

2. Civil Engineer as Stewards of the Environment 

Policies and government funding will encourage or require sustainability and resilient approaches. Civil engineers will have 

put new technology, techniques, and financial methods in place for sustainable planning, design, construction, operation, 

and maintenance in carrying out their vital role. In addition, civil engineers will routinely encourage owners to adopt new 

environmental technologies and techniques to improve the quality of life, while environmental stewardship becomes an 

integral part of engineering education and research. 

3. Civil Engineers as Innovators 

To become master innovators and integrators of technology, civil engineers must define the strategic research direction for 

leading-edge technologies in the built and natural environment and serve as active participants and partners in the research 

process. This will take a variety of efforts, including identifying and prioritizing emerging technologies and innovations, 

fostering civil engineering input into strategic research planning, influencing and bolstering funds for research etc. 

4. Civil Engineers as Managers of Risk 

To achieve the managers of risk outcome, civil engineers will have shown their mettle in assessing and managing 

risk—forging new tactics for reducing the incidence and effects of natural and man-made disasters. Civil 

engineers will lead enterprise-wide risk management efforts and routinely make project-specific risk decisions, 

communicating risks and mitigation options to project colleagues, clients, government agencies, and the general 

public. At the same time, they will advance new approaches to balance business risk and reward. To have an 

impact, risk management must become part of every civil engineering project. 

5. Civil Engineers as Leaders in Public Policy 

Finally, to greatly expand their role as public policy leaders, civil engineers will possess the skills for broad-based 

policy discussions and serve as opportunity finders as well as problem solvers. They will become the go-to 

professionals for insights on public policy decisions that shape the built and natural environment. Through the 

efforts of civil engineers, policy-makers and the public will understand the hard-wired link between infrastructure 

and the quality of life. That means civil engineers must be given the tools and training for engagement in public 

policy work. 

                      In fine, it may be taken as granted that the manner in which our Civil Engineering profession 

proceeded so far has become grossly inadequate to meet the emerging challenges already spreading their tentacles 

for which the Civil Engineers have to be equipped with all the advance techniques available in their armoury and 

carry on research to facilitate new additions in this regard.   

*  Sri Banerjee obtained both his BE and ME from B.E. College, Shibpur and retired as Chief Engineer, PWD, 

Government of West Bengal. He was associated with IIEST, Shibpur as Guest Faculty.   
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Engineering for a Heavy Lift 
 

Susobhan Ghosh, M.S. (Structure, U C Berkeley), M.S.E. (Naval Arch, U of M Ann Arbor)              

Bellaire, Texas 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Absract  
 

Lifting of weight items may sound easy,but as the 

items get heavier it requires substantial engineering. 

It requires knowledge of applied mechanics and field 

engineering .This documents is extracted from one of 

my earlier papers .It presents knowledge and practice 

of engineering and requirements related “Lifting ” 

engineering are presented. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

This work is derived mainly from the experience of 

lifting heavy modules in offshore engineering 

projects.  In particular experiences of lifting a 7500 

tonnes deck structure and then installing on a “jacket” 

structure already installed in the Gulf of Mexico, 

offshore Mexico are used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Typical Offshore Fixed Platform 

For young budding engineers, it is prudent to describe 

the jacket and the deck structure first.  In Figure 1, the 

truss type structure (blue color) mostly under water 

except for a segment of 50-70 ft at the top is called the 

“jacket”.  The deck structure (yellowish) is also built 

as a frame structure to accommodate various 

processing equipment, generators, compressors, 

safety, lifesaving appliances, and living quarters (for 

60-80 persons including 2-4 sick beds and attending 

trained para-medical staff). 

 

In this particular project, the jacket structure was built 

in a mexican yard at Dos Bocas, and was transported 

a barge and was launced on site as shown in figure 2.  

Figure 3 shows upending of the jacket by crane. 
 

 

 

 

 

  (a)     Jacket being launched by sliding over a tilting     

beam at the end of the barge 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

       (b)  Jacket leaving the barge   

 

                                                       

      (c)  Jacket in floating condition      

 

  NOTE: circled 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the 

orientation of jacket during launch    

 

      Figure 2   Jacket launched from a barge 
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    Jacket being upended by Crane Barge 

(commonly known as Derrick barge) 

NOTE:circle 1–5 represent the Jacket 

Structure 

Figure 3  Jacket Launch & Upending 

Sequence 

 

The deck structures with all necessary 

processing and other equipment weighed 

approximately 10,500 tonnes, and were 

fabricated in a shipyard at Cadiz in beautiful 

country side of south Spain. Because of the 

difficulties of installing 10,500 tonnes in one 

piece, an engineering decision was made to 

fabricate the deck structure in one large 

module (7000 tonnes) and four other modules, 

each weighing 880-940 tonnes.  The physical 

dimensions of the large modules are: 55 x 25 

x 30 m which is like a ten story high chemical 

processing factory.  All the five modules were 

then transported on a large transportation 

barge (190 x 50 x 11.5 m). 

 

The fabrications of the structures were done in 

many modules, and were assembled on a barge 

moored to a dock.  The fabrication and 

assembly of the structure took 18 months, but 

because of modular construction they needed 

the transporting barge for the last 4-8 weeks. 

 

Once the fabricated deck structure was in 

place on the transport barge, it sailed across 

the Atlantic, and it took 37 days to arrive the 

site of installation covering approximately 

7000 miles, i.e., approximately 200 miles a 

day or 8 mph. 

 

Once the transport barge arrived the site, the 

larger module of 7500 tonnes was lifted off by 

one of the largest derrick barges equipped with 

dual cranes.  The lifting gears including slings 

(wire rope), spreader bar, trunnion, shackles, 

pin and pad eyes were engineered with regard 

to its arrangement and sizes.  The lifting 

arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 

4 which represents an actual lifting by two 

cranes shown in figure 5. 

Crane Hook Crane Hook 

Upper Sling 

(392 mm Dia) 

Spreader Bar 

Lower sling 

(300 mm 

DECK  (7500 Tonnes) 
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Figure 4   Lifting Arrangement Schematic 

 

Lifting of Heavy Modules 

 

Most of the lifting projects require designing 

and sizing of the following critical structural 

components: 

 

a. Slings 

b. Pad-eye 

c. Shackles 

d. Spreader bar 

 

Besides the engineer must verify the capacity 

of cranes while selection of equipment fitted 

with crane is selected.  The lifting of heavy 

items using two cranes is shown schematically 

in Figure 4.  

What is a Pad-eye and Shackles? 

It is a simple structural element for pulling 

and/or lifting objects. It is made of plate 

structure with a circular hole for fitting 

connection structure, such as shackle and pins.    

Pad eyes are connected to one end of the slings 

by shackles and pin with the other end of the 

sling being connected to crane hook.  Pad-eye 

and shackle are shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b) 

respectively. 

 

7500 tonnes EDeck Structure Lifted off by 

two cranes using Slings and Spreader Bars 
 

Figure 4 

Slings and Spreader Bar 
 

For heavy lifts, slings are commonly made of 

stranded steel wire rope as shown in Figure 6 

(a).  Spreader bars are used to change the load 

path when required.  Often times the object to 

be lifted are strong in the vertical plane, but 

may not be strong in the horizontal plane.  To 

prevent loading the object in the horizontal 

plane spreader bars are used to load the 

structure in vertical plane.  Figure 6 shows the 

sling made of stranded wire, and huge spreader 

bar. 
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(a) Pad-Eye 

(b)  Shackle Geometry 

Figure 5 Pad-Eye and Shackles 
 

Engineering of “Lifting” 

Majority of the lifting operations by crane use slings, 

shackles, and pad-eyes.  A heavy-lift arrangement using 

slings, shackles, and spreader bar with two lifting points 

(using two cranes) is shown in Figure 4.  Slings are 

attached with the pad-eyes, rings, or equivalent 

structures by using shackles.  Geometries of a shackle 

and a typical pad-eye are illustrated in Figure 5(a) and 

(b) respectively.  The pad-eyes are generally designed 

for in line loads unless it is fitted with brackets to 

withstand out of plane loading.   

 
Sling is typuically made of stranded stell wire as shown 

in Figure 6(a).  Sling load is calculated as a static load 

based on the sling arrangement, nominal weight of 

the cargo (Wc) with due considerations of margin 

in weight and variation of calculated center of 

gravity.  The weight margin and c.g. deviations 

depend on the quality of weight control.  

Nevertheless the design sling load should be 

calculated based on a gross weight (Wg), which is 

calculated as below: 

Wg = (1+ MWC/100) Wc, 

using the following factors of minimum weight 

contingencies (MWC) for weight: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

(a)  Slings made of stranded Steel Wire 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

(c)  Slings and Spreader 
 

Figure 6   Slings and Spreader Bar 

    Nominal Weight, Wc               MWC (%) 

on weighed weights        3.00 

on weight control weights     5.00 

on estimated weights      10.00 

Additionally c.g. variations of 5% of principal 

dimensions in the horizontal plane should be 

considered for determining the design sling load.  

The static sling load Sstat may be calculated for a 

symmetrical lifting configurations as: 

Sstat  =  (Wg + n . Wslng) /(n. sin β)  

where Wg is the gross weight of lifting object, n is 

the number of slings, Wslng is the weight of each 

sling, β is the angle of the sling with respect to the 

horizontal plane.  When the lifting arrangement is 

not symmetrical, each sling may have different 

load, and can be determined as given below if the 

vertical loads (Vpe ) on the attachment, such as a 

pad-eye at the end of the sling is first calculated. 

Sstat  =(Vpe + Wslng) /(sin β)  

Jaw Width (Jw)

Clearance (Ccp)

Sling

(Dia. Dslng)

  Clearance (Cmp)   Hsi

(main plate)tm
(cheek plate) tc

Dhole
Dpin
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For non-symmetrical and statically indeterminate 

arrangement of lifting, a factor to take into account 

of skew loading is to be taken into account.  

Normally lifting should be avoided when the cargo 

tilt angle exceeds 2º.  In an operation mode of 

lifting an object, it should be lifted only 6-12 

inches to begin with, and then assess and/or adjust 

the tilting before proceeding further. 

All slings are normally selected so that the 

manufacturer specified safe working load (SWL) 

is greater than the design sling load.  Generally, 

manufacturer specified SWL of a sling is 

based on a factor safety of 5 with respect to the 

mean breaking load (MBL).  A lower factor of 

safety may be acceptable for cases where the 

lifting plan is well defined, and all fittings and 

equipment are all in good working condition with 

valid certificates.  To use lower factor of safety, the 

design sling load should take into account of the 

following factors: 

Dynamic Amplification 

Skew Load 

Dual crane Lift  

Sling with Two Parts 

Sling Termination Efficiency 

Sling Capacity Reduction due to bending 

Dynamic Amplification Factors (DAF) for 

lifting in absence of detailed dynamic analyses are 

to be used as given below: 

Wg  in LT* Offshore  

 Inshore 

 <  100     1.30      1.15 

100 < W < 1000     1.20      1.10 

1000 < W < 2500     1.15      1.05 
W  > 2500     1.10      1.05 

equals to 2240 lbs which is 1.02 tonnes 

For object submerged partially or fully (e.g., jacket 

upending), DAF should not be less than 1.30 

Skew Load Factor (SKL) is to be used for 

indeterminate lifts condition using 4-sling arrangement.  

A SKL of 1.25 may be used to increase Vpe, and the 

design sling load.  SKL value of less than 1.1 should not 

be used for a lift which is statically indeterminate.  For 

a determinate lift, the SKL may be reduced to 1.00. 

Dual Crane Lift Factors (DCL) is applied to 

compensate for the practical difficulties of estimating 

the share of each crane due to center of gravity of the 

two-crane lifting system, and tilt due to possible 

operational difficulties.  An upward correction of 6% 

(i.e., DCL = .06) is normally used to 

take into account of uncertainties in dual crane lift 

operation.   

 
Two-part Sling Factor (TPS) is necessary when two-

parts sling passes over, round or through a shackle, 

trunnion, padeye or crane hook, other than at 

termination to take into account for possible uneven 

sharing of load by each part.  It is generally accounted 

by assuming that the sling parts share as 45-55% of the 

total load, thus increase the sling design load for each 

part by 55/50, i.e., 1.10, which makes TPS equal to 1.10.  

Sling Termination Efficiency Factor (STE) reduces 

the sling capacity in many cases depending on the type 

of spliced eye at the sling end.  For example, the sling 

capacity is factored by 0.75, 1.00, and 1.00 respectively 

for hand splices, resin socket, and swage fittings such as 

“Super Loop”. 

Sling Bending Efficiency Factor (SBE) may reduce 

the capacity of sling or rope significantly when sling 

wraps around a shacke, trunnion, pad-eye, or crane 

hook.  The reduction depends on the ratio of diameter 

of pin (trunnion) to that of sling diameter.  SBE is given 

by:    

SBE  =  1  - 0.5  √(Dslng/Dpin)] 

Normally using sling diameter larger than the pin 

diameter is not done.  Larger the pin diameter, greater 

is the SBE.  The improvement of SBE values for larger 

pin diameter is shown below: 

(Dpin/Dslng)  SBE 

1.00     0.50 

1.50     0.59 

2.00     0.65 

3.00     0.71 

4.00     0.75 

5.00     0.78 

For example, in the case of a lifting an object weighing 

less than 1000 LT, using nominal values of only MWC 

(5%) and DAF(1.20) factors, and assuming weight of 

sling as 3% of cargo weight, the nominal cargo weight 

Wc should be revised to a design cargo weight Wdesign as 

given below: 

Wdesign = Wc (1+.05) x 1.20 x 1.03= 1.30 Wc 

Then using a factor of safety of 2.25, mean breaking 

load (MBL) of sling should not be less than 1.30 x 2.25 

= 2.93 times the sling static load based on nominal 

weight of cargo Wc.  Thus sling design with a breaking 

load less than 3 times the static sling load based on 
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nominal cargo weight W should not be accepted in 

offshore operations.  This is in accordance with the 

guidelines of API4.  Readers should note that the above 

example did not take the factors of SBE, STE, SKL, 

DCL, and TPS.  Thus the designer must assess the 

lifting arrangement with respect to these factors, and 

then use a minimum factor of safety of 2.25 to 

determine the acceptable breaking load of the sling. 

Shackles transmit the sling load to the cargo structure 

via pad-eyes and/or any other equivalent attachments, 

the dimensional definitions are shown in Figure 9.  

Shackles are normally selected so that the 

manufacturer’s rated safe working load: 

  Shackle SWL   >  Sstat  

All fittings should also be designed with similar factor 

of safety with respect to static sling load Sstat.  When the 

shackle is at the lower end of the rigging, the weight of 

the rigging weight should not be included in 

determining Sstat.  Based on the authors’ experience, 

they recommend the following dimensional guidelines 

for a “good” design of lifting gear: 

C mp Inside clearance between sling and pad-eye 

main plate 

C cp Inside clearance shackle jaw and pad-eye 

cheek plate 

D pin Diameter of Pin 

D hole Diameter of Hole 

D slng Diameter of Sling 

Jw Jaw width 

Hsi Height of shackle inside from the center of pin 

hole 

nc number of cheek plate 
Rm radius of main plate  
tc thickness of cheek plate 

tm thickness of main plate 

The following guidelines are considered to be “good” 

practices: 

a.    (D pin + .0625)  <  D hole  < 1.04 D pin 

Designers should confirm these dimensions by 

calculating Hertz stress (equation provided later in 

the pad-eye design) for contact between pin and 

pin-hole in the pad-eye. 

b.  C mp   =   [Hsi  -  D slng – Rm]  >  0.50 D slng, for Rm, see 

Fig. 10 

c.  C cp   =   [Jw  -  t m – nc . tc]/ 2  >  0.20 Jw , and not < 

0.125 in. 

Pad-eyes are probably the most commonly used 

attachment for lifting.  A typical pad-eye consists of a 

main plate with cheek plates on either side of it as 

shown in Figures 10 and 11.  In general designer should 

not use more than one cheek plate on either side of the 

main plate.  For lifting operation offshore, they should 

be designed for a minimum load factor of 2.0 applied to 

the calculated static sling Sstat, i.e., design sling load as 

described earlier.  This load factor4 of 2 is also 

applicable to the structural members framing into the 

joint where the pad-eye is attached for transmitting lift 

force within the structure.  All other structural members 

transmitting lifting forces, a load factor of 1.35 may be 

used for assessment of the structural adequacy.  

Pad-eyes6 are to be designed to withstand in-plane as 

well as out of plane loads.  In case where the pad-eye is 

perfectly aligned with sling direction, it should be 

designed for an out of plane load of minimum of 5% of 

the in-plane load.  For other situation where existence 

of out of plane loading is known, the out of plane 

loading should be increased by 5% of the in-plane, or 

out of plane loads, whichever is greater. 

Figure 7     Pad-eye Details 

Pad-eye design should meet the following criteria: 

  angle between sling and the plane of pad-eye 

B   Length of main plate at the base of pad-eye 

Fpe-i   in-plane load on pad-eye 

Fpe-o out of plane load on pad-eye  

L uc Length of main plate under cheek plate 

nc number of cheek plates (total) 

R c radius of cheek plate 

R h radius of hole 

Rm radius of main plate 

tc thickness of cheek plate  

tm thickness of main plate 

Fpe-i    =   Sstat  x  cos() 

Fpe-o    =   Sstat  x  sin() 

Shear stress,    =  Fpe-i /Ashear <  allow, where 

Shear area,  Ashear  =  2(R c - Rh) nc tc + 2(R m - Rh)tm 

Bearing Stress,   bearing  =  Fpe-i /Abearing, < (bearing)allow   

Bearing Area,  Ab =  D hole (tm  + nc tc) 

Tensile Stress thru pin hole, t  =  Fpe-i /At  < (tensile-

hole)allow   
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Tension Area, At = 2[t m (Rm -Rh )+ nc tc (Rc - Rh)] 

Tensile Stress at base, tb=Fpe-i /Atb < (tensile)allow 

Tension Area at base, Atb = t m B 

Contact (Hertz) Stress7, c is given by: 

 c = 0.591[Fpe-i E (D hole - D pin)/[(tm +2tc) Dhole  x Dpin]0.5 

 ** Ashear, Ab, and At may have to be modified where multiple 

cheek plates with different radius and/or thickeness are 

used. 

Allowable stress levels8 are as follows: 

allow    =  0.40 yield 

(bearing)allow =  0.90yield 

(tensile-hole)allow  =  0.45yield 

(tensile)allow   =  0.60yield 

Figure 8   Loads on Cheek Plate and Main 

Plate 

 

plate should be assessed for axial, bending and shear 

stresses as well as the principal stress and von Mises 

stresses (or the combined stress) as follows: 

From the Figure 11 above, the sectional characteristics 

of the main plate just below the cheek plate are given by 

the followings: 

Axial stress,   a   =  P sin  /(Luc x tm) 

Bending stress,   b   =  BM/Z, where  

Bending Moment, BM =  Pcos  . Rc - P sin  (Luc /2  - 

Rm) 

Section Modulus,   Z   =  tm . Luc
2 /6 

Shear stress,    =  Pcos   (Luc x tm. Qsh), where Qsh is 

the coefficient of effective shear area. 

Average shear stress av =  Pcos   (Luc x tm ) 

The principal stress, max  is given by: 

max = (a +b )/2 + √[{(a +b )/2}2 + av
2 ]  < 

(comb)allow 

For combined stress, von Mises criterion may be 

checked as follow: 

comb  = √x
2 + y

2 - x y  + 3tav
2  <  

(comb)allow 

The weld size “w” between the cheek plate and the main 

plate can be determined from the following equation: 

2pRc. x .707w.Fw  > Fc , where Fw is the allowable weld 

stress. 

 

Following items are considered as good engineering 

practices: 

• Limit the number of cheek plates to 2, i.e., one 

on each side of the main plate 

• tc of each cheek plate <  (3/4) tm 

 
Spreader Bar is used in lifting arrangement when the 

object to be lifted is weak against horizontal forces.  

This is illustrated in Figure 12 which shows that a frame 

structure when lifted by slings and pad-eye, it is 

subjected to compression, and the frame may not be 

strong to withstand such compression.  It can be 

remedied by introducing spreader bar (s) which will 

change the load path to vertical as shown in the figure. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9    Lifting with Spreader Bar 
With the use of a spreader bar, although the object is not 

subjected to compression forces in the horizontal plane, 

the spreader bar itself is subjected to such forces.  The 

spreader is to be designed for the compression forces 

due to sling loads, in addition to shear and bending due 

to its own weight.  Designer should assess the local 

structural strength at the ends where the slings are 
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connected.  Finite element analysis may be necessary.  

A finite element element model for illustration purpose 

is included in Figure 11(b) for a heavy duty spreader bar 

designed for lifting 5000 tonnes as shown in figure 

11(a).  One can see how large is the spreader by going 

through the end dimensions of the spreader bar as 

presented in Figure 11 (c). 

A free body diagram of the spreader bar is shown in 

Figure 10 showing the bending moment and shear force 

diagram.  For the design of spreader bar, the 

compressive forces Fx due to sling loads may govern the 

design. 

The allowable compressive stress of the spreader bar 

should be determined in accordance with Chapter E of 

AISC8 Specification for Structural Buildings.  The 

length L as shown in the figure should be considered as 

the unsupported length, and effective length factor, K 

may be considered to be equal to 1.0 in determining the 

allowable compressive stresses.  The analyses should 

show that the design meets the AISC requirements of 

combined stresses due to compression and bending.  

Depending on the size and type of spreader bar, it may 

be necessary to carry out finite element analyses. 

 

 

Figure 10    Free body diagram of a 

Spreader Bar 

 

In summary for developing a lifting operation, 

engineers must pay attention to review the following 

items: 

• Lifting arrangement identifying the rigging 

elements, fitting, and their characteristics. 

• Dimensional characteristics of shackles, slings, 

pad-eyes, etc. should be reviewed for proper fitting. 

• Sling characteristics, e.g, termination, parts, and 

bending efficiency should be reviewed and verify 

if they are properly accounted for in the design 

calculations.  Other factors, such as, MWC, DAF, 

DCL, SKL, and TPS should be checked if they are 

applied when applicable. 

• Pad-eyes should be reviewed to see if out of plane 

loading exists and if they are properly accounted 

for.  Verify all the stress calculations are within the 

allowable limits. 

• Spreader bar design must satisfy the requirements 

of combined stress due to axial compression and 

bending. 
 

Structural Verifications of the object that is to be 

lifted should be analyzed to verify the integrity of the 

item during lifting.  For offshore lifting, the analyses 

should use a load factor of 2.0 for the pad-eye and 

internal members framing into the joint in the close 

vicinity of pad-eye or any other lifting attachment.  

Design of all other structural members transmitting lift 

forces should be adequate for a load factor of 1.35.  It 

should be noted that for the assessment of the stress 

level, AISC increase in allowable stresses for short-

term loads is not allowed for the structural assessment. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(a)    Spreader with a Capacity of > 3000 

tonnes 
 

Dsb, tsb

Dsb Diameter of Spreader bar, wall thickness

T  =  Pslng, where Pslng includes the factors MWC, DAF, 

      and weight of Rigging

uniformly distributed load,  w

Fx Fx

   R    R =  w L/2

L

Max B.M.  =  w L
2
/8

Shear Diagram
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(b)   A finite element Model of Spreader Bar 

End 
 

Main Bar:      1000 OD x 60 mm 
Central Column: 1500 OD x 60 mm 
Upper Bar:             1000 OD x 60 mm 
Lower Bar             1300 OD x 65 mm 

Trunnion:   800 Od x 50 mm 
 
 

  (c)    dimensions of spreader Bar End   

 

Figure 11Heavy Duty Spreader Bar 

Closure 

The requirements presented here generally represent the 

industry standards and practices primarily for the Gulf 

of Mexico region.  Although the installations of Spar, 

TLP, semisubmersible, compliant platforms, etc. are not 

addressed in this paper, most of the requirements 

described here may be used in such applications.  

Designer should use their judgments to assess other 

standards, and apply them when they are found to have 

merits in engineering soundness and applicability. 
 

 

Nomenclature 

BL  Breaking Load 

BM Bending Moment 

COA Certificate of Approval 

DAF Dynamic Amplification Factor 

DCL Dual Crane Lift 

MW Marine Warranty 

MWS Marine Warranty Services 

MWC Minimum Weight Contingency 

SBE Sling Bending Efficiency 

SKL Skew Load 

STE Sling Termination Efficiency 

TPS Two-part Sling 
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ROAD SAFETY IN INDIA 
-IRSC EPICENTRE IIEST SHIBPUR 

 
India has the second largest road network in the world with over 3 million km of roads of which 60% are paved. These 
roads make a vital contribution to the India's economy. On the whole, the facilities for the road users are not up to the 
mark, leading to a high toll of the death victims. Recently, there is a growing concern over the road crash problem. 
 
Road safety is emerging as a major social concern in the country. The statistics are mind boggling with an average 

mortality rate of 100,000 persons dying in road accidents. According to a survey from WHO, each year road traffic 

injuries take away lives of 1.2 million men, women, and children around the globe and injure many more. The death 

toll is on the higher side for the countries where pedestrians, motorcyclists and passengers are vulnerable and vehicles 

lack the safety norms, like India. 

Let’s take a peek into some facts related to India: 

 

85% of all road accident deaths occur in developing countries and nearly half in the Asia-Pacific region. 
India accounts for about 10 percent of road accident fatalities worldwide. 
An estimated 1,275,000 persons are grievously injured on the road every year. Professionalism in driver training is 

absent and the proportion of untrained drivers is continually on the rise and a positive driving culture is lacking. 

In Indian perspective safety norms have lagged behind the international standards. Moreover, the international 
companies launch their vehicles on Indian Roads but somehow forget to implant safety measures that are mandatory 
abroad. To name a few these include: air bags and censors and many more. 
It is really unfaithful that the authorities who have been assigned the duty to look after safety norms on Indian roads 
have not performed up to their marks. But, enhancing road safety is such a complex task that we all should shoulder 
the responsibility to achieve success in this area. 
 

Hurdles in Road Safety: 
 
Although both the civilians and the Govt. officials are well informed about the urgency of the burning subject of "Road 
Safety", still there are many hurdles in the path of implementation of "Road Safety" safely. 
 
These are enlisted below: 
 

1. Negligence of Civilians: Civilians, the main victim, who make a huge hue and cry about the issue are responsible 
for lagging behind in the safety measures as these people on the first hand do not follow the already devised 
rules. One can easily spot people jumping traffic lights, driving while drunk, driving recklessly at supersonic 
speeds. Wearing seat belts is assumed as if they have been tied with the car seats. There is a need to 
understand that with such a vast population, it is the civil society on the first hand that has to play a crucial 
role in achieving success in this area. 
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2. Pathetic Condition of roads: Poor infrastructure has led to poor road designs. Roads are built without keeping 
their functionality in mind. The areas adjoining the new roads are made vacant to build broad roads, only to 
find that they get swarmed with traffic rush in no time. Roads should be made with proper planning keeping 
in mind their future utility, as vehicle population also grows with time. 

 
3. Unsafe Vehicle Design: Vehicles designed for Indian roads are not up to the International Standards. Safety 

norms are not even close to international level. Even if some luxury cars have them, they run the pockets 
dry. There is a need to look for viable solution in this respect. 

 
4. Under implementation of Road Safety Standards: Road are not well informed with the markings and signals. 

Line markings are not printed on all roads. Traffic signals are used for spiting and littering. Road barriers and 
other equipment are seen dwindling here and there on the roads. 

 
5. Indifferent Government: Government has implemented million dollar projects on building roads but it lacks 

proper planning. The corrupt government is the answer to all the sufferings of the Indian people. Tenders are 
opened for the known contractors only without checking the past records. Moreover, it is really ironical to 
note that the same contractors build roads abroad with 10 yrs warranty and when they build roads in India, 
They get washed away with the slightest showers. 

 
6. Lack of Laws and their proper enforcements: No Proper laws have been devised and those devised are not 

meant and dealt properly. Just drive as you like and if you happen to kill someone, just grease a few palms 
and walk into the sunset. Such is the height of corruption in India. 

 
7. Lack of Emergency Services: Roads lack any facility for emergency services. In case of an accident there is no 

provision for first aid treatment near the intersections. Victims have to cost their lives as doctors and 
hospitals are usually not nearby. 

 
Ultimately, it is the common man who has to suffer at the end of the road. Who should they blame for 
the sufferings? The only tool we have, to avoid these situations is PUBLIC AWARNESS! 
 
INDIAN ROAD SAFETY CAMPAIGN 
 
Introduction  
Indian Road Safety Campaign, is the road safety initiative of Solve, a trust started by the students and alumni of IIT 
Delhi to solve the problems plaguing the society on the ground level. IRSC (Solve) is the largest youth led 
organisation working towards the mission of making Indian Roads Safer, focusing on reducing the number of deaths 
caused by road accidents across India by half till 2020. 
 
History 
The Indian Road Safety Campaign, Solve was started when few students of IIT Delhi lost their precious life in a road 
accident just after being placed in well reputed firms. They started as a project under National Service Scheme, IIT 
Delhi. Currently, it has grown to be a youth led national level organisation with the collaborative and supportive 
effort of MoRTH (Ministry of Road Transport and Highways), Delhi Traffic Police, College Chapters under IRSC, Intern 
Teams and various schools. The active involvement of governmental bodies and international bodies like United 
Nations indicate that it has been successfully recognised by the government for its work towards road safety and 
have so far received optimum support towards proper management for all their work. There are various 
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methodologies inclusive of awareness sessions, policy and technical internships, workshops, competitions and 
marathons through which they have been able to sensitize and impact people directly, igniting in them a sense of 
need and responsibility to start working on the much ignored issue of road safety. 
 
About IRSC Epicentre IIEST Shibpur 
 
Indian Road Safety Campaign is active in various states, cities and supported in its motive by numerous teams of 
various NGOs, schools and colleges. We, Team Epicentre are the chapter of IRSC from our institute, Indian Institute 
of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur. Our team has been a pioneer in this mission of road safety, by 
actively getting involved in the awareness domain of iSAFE – the safer India challenge ’18, a 6 month long 
championship organised by IRSC in collaboration with MoRTH and UNITAR.  
We have been engaging ourselves in organizing a lot of events and activities to spread mass awareness on road 
safety, which includes road surveys, school visits, seminars, lecture series, message to masses through 
demonstrations, dramas, etc. 
 
Our flagship events include: 

1. Crosswords – A lecture on awareness in road safety, in which we had with us the esteemed presence of Dr. 
Tanmay Ray Choudhury, Honourable Commissioner of Howrah City Police as the Chief Guest; Dr. D. S. 
Chakraborty, ex – Vice President of Bhushan Steed Limited as the Guest of Honour; and presided by Dr. 
Parthasarathi Chakrabarthi, Honourable Director of our institute. 

2. Mini Marathon – It was an amazing opportunity when the student committee of SOCCE, IIEST Shibpur 
extended their support to us in organising a mini marathon from Netaji Bhavan to Avani Riverside Mall, 
under the departmental fest – Udbhabani 2k19. 

3. National Road Safety Week Challenge 2019 – We participated in the NRSWC this year and performed 4 
activities, out of which one was a Traffic Intersection Study. In this, we studied the traffic patterns and 
analysed safety measures in the vehicular movement for a duration of 6 hours, divided over a period of 3 
days using a surveillance system that we set up. 

 
We are also proud of the fact that we have ranked all India #1 in the first quarter of the iSAFE ’18 championship. 
 
iSAFE is a platform through which we can showcase our ability to bring transformation in our society as future 
engineers. Here, we get opportunities to apply what we learn practically and get real time experience, which 
provides us with an all-round development.  
                               
Why the name Epicentre? 
 
The name holds the meaning of "a spot write about the source of earthquake". It is not needed to elaborate that 
what disasters road accidents are! So, in the spectrum of preventing road accidents, "we are right on the bull’s eye". 
An epicenter is also the source of the tremors during an earthquake. Team Epicentre, similarly aspires to spread the 
tremors of awareness on road safety as far and wide as possible. 
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Non-stationary Multivariate Flood frequency Analysis in the context of climate change 

and anthropogenic effects 

(Ayush Kumar Sinha, 2nd year ,CE) 

The work done by me was under the specializations of Water Resources Engineering particularly it was based 
on Hydroclimatic Extremes (Droughts and Floods). 

Flood Frequency analysis provides us the detailed stochastic information about flood its magnitude, 
frequency, return period) at a drainage basin scale. Thus, it acts as a necessary tool for planning and 
designing of different hydraulic structures (e.g., dam spillways, diversion canals, dikes, river channels etc.). 

Flood is a complex multivariate stochastic phenomenon involving different mutually correlated random 
variables such as flood peak, flood volume and flood duration. So, multivariate probablistic approach is 
required for modelling flood in a realistic way and performing flood frequency analysis.Multivariate 
parameters could be (Flood peak flow, Flood volume, Flood duration etc.) However, most of the studies so 
far yet has been done considering the flood time series to be ‘Stationary’ but however this is not the case 
in reality the time series is seen to show ‘Nonstationarity’ due to climate change, urbanization, land-use 
change etc. 

Thus, the major objective of this present study is to perform nonstationary multivariate flood frequency analysis with 
consideration of time-varying dependence structure between different flood attributes. The study is expected to 
capture the time-varying nature of flood characteristics and their dependence structure in a more accurrate manner 
in the context of climate change and increased human interactions. 

Study area and Data usedDamodar River basin till Tenughat reservoir from the Chota Nagpur Plateau in India 

is chosen for studying non-stationary multivariate flood frequency analysis. The location of the sub-basin 

along with major man-made structure i.e. Tenughat reservoir is shown in Fig. The daily inflow data for 

Tenughat reservoir is obtained from Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC) for 34 years,i.e from January 1980-

December ,2013 
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT AT UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTION USING TRAFFIC CONFLICT 

TECHNIQUE UNDER MIXED TRAFFIC CONDITION BASED ON GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL 

USING EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION 

(Soumyodeep Chatterjee, 2nd year CE) 

Among all the road networks unsignalized intersections present special safety concerns. Traditional road traffic 

safety analyses were done using historical crash data which dealt with several limitations. Traffic conflict 

technique based on several proximal indicators is an alternative renowned safety analysis method which 

evaluates real-time interactions (conflicts) between vehicles. In this study, eight unsignalized intersections are 

selected from the National Capital Region (NCR) of India. A Conflict Severity Index (CSI) is developed using 

a time-based proximal safety indicator “Post Encroachment Time (PET) and a speed based proximal safety 

indicator “V” for assessing severity for cross-traffic movements. Using CSI values, the severity of resulting 

crashes is identified using Gaussian Mixture Model based on expectation maximization algorithm for the 

selected sites. Depending on the severity the accident-prone sites can be treated first suggesting several related 

remedial measures to reduce cross-traffic crashes and increase safety at unsignalized intersections in India. 

The proposed CSI=KE/ePET[where PET is the post-encroachment time involving the two conflicting 

vehicles and KE represents the change in kinetic energy if collision occurs.] 

Then the CSI values are clustered. The number of clusters is 3, as it is clear from the graph. 

 

Then the Proposed CSI is validated using regression analysis depending upon crash data. 

In the following graph the variation of severity levels is shown. 
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Role of Civil Engineers in Developing Smart Transportation System for Congestion 

Free Movement 

(Shaunak Nandi, 2nd year CE) 

Introduction: - 

A smart transportation system is an application of the newly developing Internet of Things (IoT), which is 

basically interconnection between everyday objects through various embedded devices like sensors over the Internet. It can 

help integrate various aspects of a transportation system which are the vehicle, the driver and the embedded systems, and 

provide communication between them dynamically in real-time mode. Some types of interaction include driver-vehicle as 

well as vehicle-vehicle interaction, smart traffic control which includes road and safety assistance as well as smart parking. 

IoT enables the formation of a transport ecosystem in which vehicles will connect and interact with the surroundings around 

them and help us make decisions based on real-time data. 

 

     With the help of satellite constellations in space, we can connect the traffic monitoring centers with each and every vehicle 

at any point in the road and it can be done through sensors and embedded chips. The sensors can be placed on either side 

of the road and can be of different types like pneumatic tubes, inductive loops, infrared or laser sensors. They have some 

disadvantages, though, as there may be incorrect image processing by the sensors due to bad weather or the tubes might get 

damaged due to excessive pressure. 

 

The ultimate aim is to make all the systems interconnected to each other, from the vehicles on the road, the emergency services, 

weather centers and traffic information system such that every information which is required while being on the road is 

available to us and every system can interact with each other in real-time. 

Types of Smart Transportation which can reduce Congestion: - 

 
There can be various methods by which smart transportation can be used effectively to reduce the congestion on roads and 

this ranges from suitable planning, use of modern surveillance and communication techniques and cooperation of the users 

as well. The list below shows us some of the major transportation techniques which we are going to elaborate on: 

• Bus Information System 

• Electronic Toll Collection System 

• Emergency Conveyance System 

• Route Planning 

• Smart Intersection Control 

• Driverless Cars 

Bus Information System: - 

Buses are the most common road transport but often it doesn’t arrive on time at a bus stop. It is a common 

problem that affects people the most. Sometimes it even happens that the buses even stop plying on that route without our 

knowing even. This calls for an introduction of a Bus Information System in which buses are fitted with a GPS device and 

an app is introduced by which we can get the real-time position of the bus one needs and thus avoiding congestions at the 

bus stops and also reducing the pedestrian traffic. The same will also available at the bus stops where the information will 
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be conveyed by an electronic display board. The information received will be the position of a bus plying on a specific route 

chosen by the user, alternate bus routes to the same destination and weather and traffic updates on the required route. 

 

 

 

Electronic Toll Collection System: - 

At the tolls in highways or expressways, there is always congestion due to stopping and payment of the toll taxes. 

Sometimes there is a shortage of staff or breakdown of the payment machines. Even if the design speed is high, the time 

spent at the tolls provides an unsatisfactory experience and takes huge amount of time. Instead of this highly frustrating 

and time-consuming experience, an improvement can be made so that the process gets done smoothly. We install CCTV 

surveillance cameras and sensors by the side of the toll offices. When a car approaches the toll office, the user just needs 

to put a smart transport card on an electronic screen and the toll will be automatically collected and a message of 

confirmation will be sent to the user. If a vehicle doesn’t pay, the police are informed of the car by its license plate 

number immediately by the server and they can easily take action.  

 

Emergency Conveyance System: - 
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If there is an accident of any vehicle, the sensor present in the vehicle automatically switches on a distress beacon and 

simultaneously the emergency services are informed of the magnitude and location of the accident. Then an emergency 

broadcast is made to all the traffic in the area such that the emergency services can reach the affected location as fast as 

possible. This broadcast is done by a traffic monitoring center which is located at every city and is conveyed through a pre-

installed electronic display board in the vehicle. This helps the emergency services reach the accident area easily and quickly 

as they do not face congestion or red signals on the way.  

 

 Route Planning: - 
 

Route planning is the most basic and effective way of reducing traffic congestion. It is generally collaborated with a map 

application, like Google Maps, and it provides us with real-time traffic updates along with traffic volume on each and every 

street in the map. When the users put the destination required, it shows the normal route as well as a suggested route which 

will help us reach the destination in the shortest amount of time. This will not only help to reduce the already present 

congestion as fewer vehicles would take the shown congested route but also allow the users to have a comfortable driving 

experience and reach the destination on time. 

 

 Smart Intersection Control: - 

Intersections are the hotspots in road transportation as most of the congestions as well as accidents occur at 

intersections. By smart control of traffic at intersections, the travel time as well as accident rate can be cut down drastically. 

There are two methods by which intersections can be smartly managed: 

• Adaptive Signal Control at Controlled Intersections 

• Grade-Separated and Rotary Intersections 

 A. Adaptive Signal Control at Controlled Intersection: - We always face the situation where even if the 

intersection is empty from other directions, due to red signal, we cannot cross the intersections. So, there is a requirement 

of adaptive control of signals. This can be semi-automated or fully automated according to the traffic control of different 

cities. If semi-automated control is there, then a traffic monitoring centre is setup which oversees the signal control based 

on the traffic volume data sent by the sensors by the side of the road as well as by digital image processing data. The 

direction and lane having the maximum traffic density is given the green light first.  
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As the volume reaches towards an equilibrium point which is kept quite low, the next lane with the highest density is 

released. Also, a modification can be done such that an opposite lane can also be opened such that the traffic volume doesn’t 

exceed too much. In this way the flow can be maintained and accidents as well as waiting time is reduced a lot. 

 

B. Grade-Separated and Rotary Intersections: - 

If the number of intersections is more at a particular point, then instead of signal control, we can change the shape of the 

intersection as well. The two most efficient types of intersections are rotary intersections and grade-separated intersections. 

In rotary intersections, an island is created around which the roads from different directions merge. The vehicles can easily 

flow around the road around the island. Also, grade-separated intersections can be made by which there is no requirement 

to even reduce the speed as the intersections are not even on the same level. The design speed of the roads also increases 

and also there is less congestion on the roads. The pedestrian traffic is also reduced on the road so the number of accidents 

goes down as a result. Although they are not economical at first but on the long run, with a proper maintenance, can save a 

lot of time as well as lives 

 
Automated and Semi-Automated Cars: - 
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A self-driving car, also known as a robot car, autonomous car, or driverless car, is a vehicle that is capable of sensing its 

environment and mobbing with little or no human input. Autonomous cars combine a variety of sensors to perceive their 

surroundings, such as radar, LIDAR, sonar, GPS, odometer and inertial measurement units. Advanced control systems 

interpret sensory information to identify appropriate navigation paths, as well as obstacles and relevant signage. 

Potential benefits include reduced cost, increased safety, increased mobility, increased customer satisfaction and reduced 

crime. Safety benefits include a reduction in traffic collisions, resulting in injuries and related costs, including for insurance. 

Automated cars are predicted to increase traffic flow; provide enhanced mobility for children, the elderly, disabled and the 

poor; relieve travelers from driving and navigation chores; increase fuel efficiency of vehicle; significantly reduce crime; and 

facilitate business models for transportation as a service, especially via the sharing economy. 

Between manually driven vehicles and fully autonomous vehicles there are a variety of vehicle types that can be described 

to have some degree of automation. These are collectively known as semi-automated vehicles before we develop a technology 

for fully automated vehicles these kinds of vehicles can also to some extent fulfil our imagination of a safe and smart transport. 
There are different systems that help the self-driving car control the car. The car navigation system, the location system, the 

electronic map, the map matching, the global path planning the environment perception, the radar perception, the visual 

perception, the perception of vehicle speed and direction and other measurements. 

 

 

Conclusion: - 

These are only a few of the many upcoming innovative ideas which can revolutionize the transportation sector in terms of 

its efficiency with respect to time and resources. These not only produce challenging situations in designing control systems 

which is used for detection of vehicular and pedestrian traffic but also help to free the roads from congestion. When the 

transport system is efficient, economy is encouraged and the GDP of the area increases. The loss of life can also be reduced 
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through efficient intersection control, so pedestrians can use roads safely. Although electronic instruments are used, the role 

of civil engineers is to plan, design and control the systems which allow the system to work properly as designed. With the 

collaboration of other engineering disciplines, we can create an efficient transport system which will not only help reduce 

congestion and accidents but also save our precious time and resources.  
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Swami Vivekananda and his many faces 

Pinaki R. Chakrabarti, (1961 BEC), 

M.S. (Univ of Minnesota), Ph.D. (Rutgeers Univ), P.E. (California), FASCE 

It would be a daunting task – if not an outright audacity – to write about Swami Vivekananda in a few pages.  After his 150th 

birthday, this is one of ways we can pay our respect to him.  Simply put, he was not one person – he had capabilities to 

assume multitude of personalities. He always loved people, even as a young boy. However, at different time he behaved 

differently with people as the situation warranted.  Sometimes he cried for them, sometimes he laughed with them and 

sometimes he chastised them very severely.  But he was really not involved in any one of those activities. One thing for sure, 

Vivekananda would not be possible without Sri Ramakrishna. Sri Ramakrishna was the anchor.  It is also true that 

Ramakrishna would not be known to the world so clearly without Vivekananda.  In the language of Romain Rolland – “I have 

chosen two men, who have won my regard because with incomparable charm and power they have realized this splendid 

symphony of the Universal Soul.  They are, if one may say so, its Mozart and its Beethoven – Pater Seraphicus and Jove the 

Thunderer – Ramakrishna and Vivekananda (1).”  Indeed they are inseparable souls. 

To understand Swami Vivekananda one must go through his entire life, and then he must notice that Swami Vivekananda 

lived only 391/2 years.  Then one would wonder – how did he do all the work he did? Swami Vivekananda’s academic career 

was modest.  Yet, when we read all the speeches he made in America and Europe and read about his oratory, when we see 

all the books he has written, when we count the time he spent on the road or on the ship (his trips to America and Europe), 

when we list the names of famous and ordinary people he met, when we see the countless letters he wrote to various people 

(from a young girl in America, to all of his disciples and brother monks and even to the Maharajas in India), when we wonder- 

how did he find time to build Ramakrishna Mission and Belur Math and planted the seeds for all its future branches 

throughout the world and train the young disciples and when we realize that the time was late 1800 when India had no 

footing anywhere in the world and Indians were the object of ridicule – we simply stop thinking.  Mathematically the time 

does not add up.  The only answer would be – at every moment he was guided by the divine power of Sri Ramakrishna (2).  

Only other person, who accomplished so much within such a short time, would be Alexander the Great.  However, the 

objectives, methods and purpose were very different. 

Early Life—Swami Vivekananda was born on January-12, 1863 as Narendra Nath Dutta in a wealthy family of Calcutta.  

Although his father was a reputable lawyer, a staunch materialist and agnostic, his grandfather became a hermit and left 

home at a relatively young age and spent a monastic life (3).  He had that ascetic spirit in his blood.  Narendra also had an 

internal struggle even at a young age – he wanted to ‘know’. He wanted to know how he could be out casted if he smoked 

from certain pipes used by the so called low cast people – he wanted to know if a snake would really bite even if he prayed 

intensely to Lord Shiva – he wanted to know and play every sports possible – finally as he grew up a little, this inquisitive 

mind wanted to know more -- is there a God? Can we see Him? That is when the drama started.  He was a very healthy, 

strong and bold person.  Once a British man got injured and he was bleeding.  He tore his shirt and bandaged him – when 

other friends of Naren fled out of fear.  He was a physically active and fun loving person – with lot of sense of humor.  Deep 

down inside him there was a serious person, with a poetic pain and inner joy.   

Youth – As he grew older he finished school and entered college.  He was a good singer.  He started singing more often.  He 

had a good voice and an intense personality. He liked to mix with people and spend time talking on all kinds of subjects for 

hours. He was well liked in the gatherings of Brahmo Samaj (believers of form-less Brahman) where young men and women 
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participated, prayed and sang. He knew Keshob Sen - a big name in the “Naba Bidhan”- a new faction of the original Brahmo 

Samaj (started by Raja Rammohon Roy and then lead by Maharshi Debendra Nath Thakur – father of Rabindra Nath Thakur).  

At this time he started asking everyone – “Have you seen God”.  Once he asked that question to Devendranath Thakur. In 

reply, Devendranath said - “My boy, you have the eyes of a yogi.  You should practice meditation.”  He never got a clear 

answer from any one, until he met Sri Ramakrishna. 

Sri Ramakrishna of Dakshineshwar – After finishing his school he went to college. Professor Hastie a professor of theology 

first mentioned the name Sri Ramakrishna in his class and asked everyone to see Him so that they can understand the very 

inner core of theology – “religious ecstasies” (2).  Professor Hastie recognized Narendra’s possibilities and said - “He is bound 

to make his mark in life.”  Narendra went to Dakshineswar with another friend.  Strange as it may seem – Sri Ramakrishna 

had a clear vision that several young men would come to Him who would spread His message to the world (in course of time 

sixteen young men, some in their teens, came to him and took their monastic vows).  He recognized Narendra at the very 

first sight – he took him to the verandah away from the visitors, gave him sweets and butter to eat – and then he cried in 

front of him and made him promise for a second visit.  Narendra thought Ramakrishna must be mad – if he was sane – he 

would have to say John Stuart Mill, Herbert Spenser and the Brahmo reformers were mad.  Narendra was embarrassed and 

decided not to come again – but he did come.  This time as he was sitting inside Ramakrishna’s room, Ramakrishna uttered 

something and suddenly touched Narendra’s chest with his right foot – and Narendra lost his consciousness.  When he woke 

up he cried and he realized he would never go back home.  He cried because he had a family to support (his family lost all 

their fortune) and he had so many people at home.  Similar incident happened again and this time Narendra lost his 

consciousness and at that moment Ramakrishna came to know all about Narendra - the divine being (3). 

Sarada Devi consort of Sri Ramakrishna – After Sri Ramakrishna’s mortal body died, at the insistence of Narendra and Rakhal 

(Swami Brohmananda) Sarada Devi had to fill the vacuum.  Naren had enormous love and respect for Sarada Devi and she 

had absolute faith on Naren.  Once Swami Viggayanananda came to see Sarada Devi and left quickly.  Naren told him to go 

back and to fall flat on her feet because he regarded her as the Devine Mother.  According to Vedic theory, Brahman can have 

forms and attributes (that is what Durga or Kali or Shiva … to the Hindus).  Brahman can be form-less but with-attributes 

(that is how the people within Christian and some other religions see God).  Another Vedantic position is - Brahman with no 

form or attribute – “Nirakar Brahman”.  There is a Ramakrishna Mission temple in Mayavati in Northern India, designated for 

the worship of Nirakar Brahman. Narendra asked his brother monks to take out all religious symbols including the 

photographs of Sri Ramakrishna – their Master.  That created lot of commotions among the monks.  Eventually the matter 

was referred to Sarada Devi – she supported Narendra.   

Travel to the West – Alexander came to East and conquered it – and he became Alexander the Great. Narendra set sail for 

the West and conquered it – and became Vivekananda.  This story is long.  Some of the recent books have provided more 

light on his life in the States (4).  In India he received lots of encouragement and most of the financial help from the Indian 

people outside Bengal and in the USA he received most of his help from the enlightened ladies of that time (2)(4).  Detailed 

descriptions and photographs also substantiate this fact. After his famous speech in Chicago in 1883, an eye witness, Mrs. 

Blodgett recalled –“When that young man got up and said – ‘My Sisters and Brothers of America’- seven thousand people 

rose to their feet as a tribute to something they knew not what.  When it was over I saw scores of women walking over the 

benches to get near him, and I said to myself, ‘Well, my lad, if you can resist that onslaught you are indeed a God’”    

Sense of Humor (5) – Vivekananda had a strong sense of humor. Probably it was a necessary element for his type of 

personality.  When he was in a relaxed mood he kept on making fun of every word any one said.  He was a physically strong 
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person and he took part in sports whenever he could.  Once (in the later part of his life) Swami Brahamananda casually told 

him that he could not walk any more on his hands (which he used to do when he was young) – he immediately went out of 

the room and started walking on his hands – in the middle of the night – everyone woke up to see the fun.  Another time, a 

missionary got hold of him and started denouncing all the religious practices he followed (Hindus).  At the end the missionary 

told Vivekananda if he did not follow his preaching Vivekananda was sure to go to hell.  At this point Vivekananda asked him 

where he would go after his death.  The missionary confidently told him, “of course I will go to heaven”. Vivekananda replied 

– “then I would like to go to hell”.  There are many such stories about him. Some time he made rustic jokes and used slangs 

with his fellow men like Girish Chandra and some of the senior brother monks to make his point.  Some of that he probably 

inherited from Sri Ramakrishna who was a master in making rustic jokes.  It was all for pure fun. He was a smoker.  He left a 

pipe in a house in South-Pasadena, California – it is still there (at one time he lived there as a house guest).       

Views on other religions—Vivekananda respected every human being and every religion – that was his guru Ramkrishna’s 

teaching.  He went out to proclaim that to the world – “Shrinwantu Vishwey Amritasya Putrah” (Listen all, O Children of 

Immortality).  He proclaimed that there was no sinner, every path leads to God.  He often recited from Gita -“Whatever path 

people may follow to worship- they always worship me.  All of these paths lead to me [Gita- 4/11].” “Those who worship 

other gods with devotion, even imperfectly, actually it is me they worship [Gita- 9/23].”  He had the privilege of witnessing 

the validity of the above statements in the experiments done by his guru Ramakrishna (Ramakrishna worshiped God 

following the path described in various major religions and obtained realization). Vivekananda suggested the Christians to 

become better Christians, Muslims – better Muslims, Buddhists –better Buddhists, Hindus- better Hindus and the Jews – 

better Jews. Vivekananda had a special fascination for Buddha. Swami Vivekananda considered Buddha as the greatest man 

on earth.  However, he said the following about Buddhism, “Buddhism historically the most important religion – historically, 

not philosophically – because it was the most tremendous religious movement that world ever saw, the most gigantic 

spiritual wave ever to burst upon human society…(6).” 

His last days – In last three years of his life Narendra was falling ill time to time.  But he did not stop working. Even in that 

condition he made his last trip to America (mostly for fund raising).  In 1899 Vivekananda established Belur Math – he needed 

money for its survival. In fact he wanted to do more, as if he had realized that his time was up and lot more things to do. In 

his relentless teaching he often used the stories of Ramayana – where, Kumbhakarna, Ravana and Vivishana represented the 

three forces – Tamas (Ignorance), Rajas (arrogance and ego) and Sattya (Truth) (7). He praised America whole heartedly – he 

also criticized America severely for all her social ills.  A year before his death he wrote a poem on 4th of July – American 

Independence Day – as if he knew – on that very day (4th of July) he would take a permanent exit (Vivekananda died on 4th 

of July 1902).  The day he died, he sang a song on mother Kali (“Is Kali my mother really black? …), entered his room and 

asked no one to disturb him. He stretched his body and remained calm. Only one young monk was present. Suddenly he saw 

small amount of blood came out of his nostrils and eyes – according to scriptures a perfect death for a yogi – a permanent 

Samadhi (2). 

Legacy – Vivekananda’s legacy will be of many folds.  In A. T Balsam’s words, “ In passing of the years and the many 

stupendous and unexpected events which have occurred since [his passing away] suggest that in the centuries to come he 

will be remembered as one of the main molders of the modern world…”. Vivekananda called everyone to come forward with 

the best offering they have, he called for the respect for the poor and unfortunate, he called for the complete religious 

tolerance -- above all he called for the understanding of universal oneness. To him humanity was first and religion was second 

– yet he offered all his work to Sri Ramakrishna – whom he considered as living God. If we have to name the top three 
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persons who helped build modern India, Swami Vivekananda will be in the front of the list.  Most of the top Indian leaders 

in the last century were influenced by his writings and by his life story. 

Quotations— “Vivekananda’s words and presence brought Asia to the West decisively” – Huston Smith (writer). 

“After hearing him I realized that my religion is also true” – A Jewish intellectual (Chicago address in 1883). 

“He preached to his countrymen a more virile creed than any Indian had offered them since Vedic days – Will Durant. 

“After hearing him we feel how foolish it is to send missionaries to this learned nation” – The New York Herald. 

“To ask you Swami for credentials is like asking the Sun to state its right to shine” – “Here is a man who is more learned than all our learned 

professors put together” – Dr. John Henry Wright (Professor of Greek Classic at Harvard University)   
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Each soul is potentially divine. The goal is to manifest this divinity within by controlling nature: external and internal. Do this either by work 

or by worship, or psychic control, or philosophy – by one or more, or all of these – and be free.  This is the whole of religion. Doctrines, or 

dogmas, or rituals, or books, or temples, or forms, are but secondary details. --- Swami Vivekananda 

 

Vivekananda House-Kolkata (Vivekananda’s birth place renovated by Ramakrishna Mission) taken from the street  Feb-4-2012  

      (Pinaki Chakrabarti) 

March-2 
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THE CIVIL DEPARTMENT- Through the eyes of a girl 

- ANWESHA DAS ,4th YEAR CE 

 

Going through my Facebook newsfeed one fine day, I came across a post that read,  

“I hate this college”-claimed the first year student. The final year guy would have traded anything to switch 

places with him.  

Suddenly I realized, yes, like this was so true. Sitting in my Pandya hall room and painfully counting the last 

few days of my college life, when I look back through the lanes of the past 4 years, I find myself to have 

changed a bit every single day. Not every place in this world teaches you that being diplomatic is actually 

more useful than being truthful, that having lots of friends doesn’t mean that you are loved by all, that marks 

scored in exams don’t reflect your true potential, and many more. 

Out of all these invaluable lessons, I actually experienced something that not many people might have felt. 

How does it feel to be one of those only 9 girls in a batch of around 100 boys? How does it feel to be the 

only girl, sometimes, sitting in a class of around 50 boys? Engineering colleges, especially core stream 

departments, are the best place to experience this kind of a thing because of its amazing sex ratio. Just 

Kidding. Some might say that it’s very difficult, some might feel afraid to even think about it. But such is not 

the case with me. In fact I actually found civil department of IIEST Shibpur to be very gender-friendly in all 

aspects. Much of the credit goes to my classmates, especially the boys of section B, since I have spent more 

of my time with them. I don’t remember a single day when I had felt uneasy or edgy while doing classes or 

lab. I truly found the boys of my class quite open-minded, supportive, friendly, encouraging and, not to 

forget, helpful in all possible ways. In fact most of them have become my friends for life now. We girls in 

my class always had a say in all the matters and I, personally, had never felt as being treated unequally or in 

an unjustified manner. I don’t know the case with other people, but to me, this department was just awesome 

in one word. 

Most of us know that this college has some pros and cons but I bet no one can deny that the journey of the 

‘Royal Civil’ians, throughout the 4 years, will be forever cherished by all of us. We all might have mixed 

feelings and emotions about this college and the department as well, but deep inside we all know that ‘WE’ 

were the best part about the department. So finally, before ending this, I would like to render a warm 

heartfelt thanks to all my friends, batch mates, lab mates and classmates for giving me wonderful memories 

to be cherished throughout my life. On a side note, if I have, intentionally or unintentionally, ever hurt or 

misbehaved with anyone, then to him/her I sincerely apologize.  

Lastly, wherever we go in our lives, wherever we head for in future, memories like last moment submission, 

meaningless assignments, last night study before exams, notes jugad , thinners and black markers as being 

more important stuffs than Id-cards during the exams, mass bunks, SOCCE, Rebeca, Udbhabani, …etc etc, 

are sure to bring a big smile on our faces and want us to live those days once again. #BEingsforlife.  
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A Civil Engineer- God or Magician? 

-Soubarna Chowdhury,1st Year CE

Have you wondered who a civil engineer 

is?                         

Is he a person with a plan up his 

sleeves? 

Well, you are right to think in that way, 

That’s the reason they are respected till 

today. 

He is a magician it seems, 

He makes the future look nearer than it 

really seems. 

Oh! How I wonder he does it so easily! 

Is he God himself descended on this 

earth? 

To give the future its birth? 

Well, “Yes” I say to all these queries, 

He brings up civilizations among the vast 

prairies. 

What would we be without a shelter to 

our name? 

Would we be protected from the gale and 

the rain? 

Who makes the roof above our heads? 

It’s he who makes it look so simple. 

Don’t fear, it’s he who keeps us safe! 

“Water! Oh water!” the human race 

screams 

Is it always so clean as it seems? 

Who makes the water fit for 

consumption? 

Is it God according to your assumption? 

Well, friends, though it may seem an 

illusion, 

He is the one who links the problem and 

its conclusion! 

 

And this I say with pride in my heart, 

As we sleep with dreams in our eyes, 

He works to turn our dreams into 

realization. 

And as we open our eyes to the light of 

the day, 

Our dreams come true however it may!
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म ाँ 
-Shivam Goswami.2nd Year AE & AM 

उस दिन कइय ों की तरह मैं भी, यह ों पहली ब र आय  थ । 

उस दिन पहली ब र ज़न्नत ने, मुझे सीने से लग य  थ । 

िुदनय  की नज़र ों से बच  उसने, मुझे वक्ष में दिप  दलय , 

मैंने हैर नी से पूि , 

पहले त  मुझे िेख  न तूने कैसे दिर पहच न दलय । 

मखमली आँचल से उसने ढक दिय  मेर  बिन उघ र, 

ब ली दकतन  भी क ई च हे तुझे , 9 म ह ज्य ि  ही ह ग  तेरी म ँ क  प्य र। 

ब ली तू अभी मत हँस, ल ग  की बुरी नज़र की दिक्र कर रही हँ। 

बेट  आज ये पहल  और आखखरी दिन है जब तू र  रह  है पर मैं होंस रही हँ। 

अब घर में तुलसी के स थ मैं भी बड़  ह  रह  हँ। 

ििद ह ने पर भी म ँ मुझे ग ि मे रखती है, इसदलए अपने पैर ों पे खड़  ह  रह  हँ। 

य ि है व  दिन जब तूने मुझे अनज न ल ग ों के बीच अकेल  ि ड़ दिय  थ । 

मुझे र ते िेख भी तूने आँसू दिप कर मँुह म ड़ दलय  थ । 

उस दिन त  यही स चत  रह  दक श यि दिज़ से बे्रड चुर  के ख ने की सज़  िी है। 

पर आज लगत  है उस एक दिन के ििद ने मेरी दज़ोंिगी बन  िी है। 

आज तेर  बेट  इस जोंगल मे अकेल  खड़  है। 

िूर है तू मुझसे इस दलए थ ड़  िर भी लग रह  है। 

बीत ज ती है र तें ये दिर भी, हर लम्ह  थम  ही है। 

इस म ँ के प स हँ क् ों दक ये तेरी भी त  म ँ ही है। 

नोंगी धरती पर यँूही स  ज त  हों, कँू् की म ँ की ि ती से लग कर स ने की तलब है। 

इसके गले लग कर तुझमें ख  ज त  हँ म ँ, क् ोंदक म ँ की त  ब त ही अलग है। 

श यि मेर  अोंि ज़े बय ँ इतन  क़ दबल नही ों की तेरी खूबसूरती बत  सकँू। 

दकसी जन्म में इतन  त  नही ों कम  सकँूग  की तेर  कज़द चुक  सकँू। 

थक गय  हँ िुदनय  की िौड़ में म ँ, ये गुलगुली च िर भी आँखें कर ह रही है। 

ख ल िे दिर वही मखमली आँचल अपन , म ँ मुझे नी ोंि आ रही है। 
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Lament of the Soil 

-Amritanshu Prasad,1st Year, ME 

I come from a land, 

 A tarnished land, 

 Much maligned, 

 And not unfairly so,  

But still, not fairly.  

For, it has given, 

 And still gives birth,  

To the best of the lot. 

But, that greatness we had built,  

Was taken away from us. 

As we lived a millennium, 

 Under the whip and the boot,  

Of both foreigners, 

And our own countrymen,  

Took away our wealth,  

Burnt down our cities,  

Shut down our institutions, 

And, killed off our language. 

 Even when they said we're free, 

We were neglected by the country.  

Buried under mismanagement,  

Corruption and goons, we suffered.  

But, now we have a chance, 

We the ones, educated and woke,  

Who know where we went wrong, 

 Who can recover that loss. 

But, how do we take back, 

 That greatness? 

When we're ashamed,  

Of our roots? 

When our next generation, 

 Don't even know our language? 

 Where is that pride, 

We used to have? 

Where is that will,  

To take on everything? 

What sons are we of that soil, 

 Who can't even acknowledge it? 
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To the girl who hates being photographed 

-Shreyanka Saha,1st Year, ME 

You, the one shrinking back from the groupie, the one taking pics from every other angle except the front, the one who 

volunteers to take all the pics. I see you. I get you. I understand how you think your nose is too big, your acne too bad, 

how you bend and twist into getting good pics and they never work out. I have been there, taking a hundred pictures 

and hating all of them. 

It was always a bit fatter, a bit darker than the one I had hoped for. I don't know when it started exactly but I know you 

have shrunk away from pictures, of avoiding mirrors and cameras and people who told you     that you are pretty. The 

journey to loving one’s self is never easy. Girl, just a tiny piece of advice from someone who's trying to work on liking 

herself a bit more, pictures are not just pictures and while we all aspire to fit into whatever our notion of beauty is, 

pictures are memories and stories and the smell of grass, and rain and hands held together. Our cameras are the days 

we spent the people we held in our arms, the songs we sang long into the night. They say, a picture is worth a thousand 

words. Let the thousand words be yours, of loving yourself. 

 

 

 

Tomorrow 

-Shreyanka Saha,1st Year, ME 

The bloodstains on the windows haven't dried yet. Millie on the front porch steps sitting, her face as dark as the black 

found in the deepest of mines where the tiniest inch of sunlight feels like a blessing. Yet her eyes shine as clear as the 

truest of blues, albeit a little clueless, tear tracks shine on her cheeks and where the water has wiped away the dust, the 

barest hint of human skin pops out. Millie has always been a clever girl, old beyond her miniscule 5 years, she knows that 

her parents are gone just as sahil had vanished one spring, she had known it the moment the green men with pink faces 

and yellow eyes had come in. 

Her father had smiled before walking away but her mother had looked at her, eyes all big like that one time when Millie 

had pushed her brother onto the floor and punched him. Ma had held her by the shoulders, her nails digging in, when 

they come, she had said, I will go and you run, do you get me? Ma had given her tiny coins the ones ma hid from pa and 

put them in her sweater. Run as fast as you can, there's a van outside kravile, get into it, scan your face. Got it? Scccan? 

Millie had whispered. This was in nan's stories years ago before the green men had come nan had lived in a big city, with 

magic mirrors that knew your face and moving houses and big cars. Nan told her stories when you pushed a mirror and 

food came to your home. 

Millie's ma hated the stories. Live in the present ma, she would say before turning away and cutting up the   little ration 

fish the green men gave every month. The sky is turning dark, Millie gets up, her ears are ringing, run Millie run. She 

scrunches up her face, and quick as wind she's off. Her tiny feet, flighty yet sure born of the days of drill, ma had made 

her do, hurtling through the rubble and skin and bones of people, her eyes dart in both directions, a little soldier of five. 

The van is a light pink, neat and warm inside. The ladies are kind and their hands are just as warm as her nan's. Millie 

lays her head against the window, her mind drifting off to teddy bears and chocolate and music , hr ma's voice in her 

ears ,a childhood lullaby, When the wind starts whispering and the sun sets When mornings close in to nights and light 

fades Rest child your stories yet The green can't harm you now You will see another day. You can sing songs and play in 

the snow Sleep now, there will be a tomorrow.
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पे्रम 

-SACHINDRA RAI,1st Year, CE 

प्रेम ऐसा पुण्य प्रसून है , उर जिसमें खिल िाते हैं । 

प्रेम पात्र पाने पर उर क्या , नयन भी खिल िात ेहैं ।। 

प्रेम शजक्त स ेबढ़कर कोई , पौरूष ना इस िग होता  । 

प्रेम पररपूर्ण पात्र पुरूष पद , पूजित पग पग होता ।। 

प्रेम शजक्त का िो भी मानव , अच्छी पहचान करेगा । 

ननर्णन दबुणल से क्या होता , सबसे बलवान बनेगा ।। 

प्रेम अर्ण को समझ लो प्यारे , पररभाषा आसान नह ीं । 

चाह करो तो समझ सकोगे , यह कोई पाषान नह ीं ।। 

कौन है ऐसा प्रार्ी िग में , प्रेम करे स्वीकार नह ीं । 

ननधर् असीम प्रेम सामने , तो करे कोई प्रनतकार नह ीं ।। 

इस भू पर क्या लेकर आए हो , क्या लेकर िाओगे । 

प्रेम ध्वींस करने से केवल , उर पर घात लगाओगे ।। 

प्रेम काटने की वस्तु नह ीं , प्रेम को काटो मत कोई । 

प्रेम बाींटने से प्रेम ममले , प्रेम को बाींटो सब कोई ।। 

प्रेम अर्ाह महासागर है , प्रेम स्नान करो सब कोई । 

हृदय प्रेम स्नान पववत्र बने , डुबकी लगाओ सब कोई ।। 
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Sleep 

-Amritanshu Prasad,1st Year, ME 

Sleep. It isn't just a word, or just something we do, just a mere bodily necessity. It's so much more than that. 

Sleep is a feeling. Sleep is something to be treasured and valued. Sleep is something that can make or break. 

Sleep is like time travel. You go to sleep and wake up in a different time. 

But there are different types of sleeps. You could sleep for what felt like a second and find that you slept for 

a day and three hours. Or you could feel that you slept a full night's sleep, in just a couple hours. There are 

dreamy sleeps of many types - the ones which make you sleep more and more as you get trapped in the 

many layers of the dream and the others, which shatter you and leave you gasping for air. Then are the 

dreamless sleeps - the ones of tiredness and the ones of satisfaction. And I have just barely scratched the 

surface of this, as any number of students would agree. Sleep is no laughing matter. Sleep is important. (As 

is every other thing none of us get in sufficient measure. 

 

The Traveller and The Dog 

-Soumyadeep Bhaduri,1st Year, M.tech-CE 

One day a lonely traveller was walking under the scorching heat of the sun. The traveller was feeling tired. 

So, he was to sit under the shadow of a large tree. Suddenly he heard a rough voice saying, “This is my place, 

go away!” He had been terrified, and then he saw a big old dog just behind the tree. He had a piece of a 

bone within his paws, there were marks of wounds on his whole body and his face was full of wrinkles. As 

the traveller was staring at the piece of bone the dog said, “This is not an ordinary piece of bone, this is a 

magic bone which I own.” “I don’t see anything special about it”, said the traveller. The dog replied, “This is 

a magic bone cause no matter how much you chew the bone, you can taste the flavour of it. The bone never 

gets dry!!”. “You see my wound-marks? These are the token of the battles I fought protecting the bone.” 

added the dog. The traveller thought that so many wars the dog had won, he must be very powerful. Then 

of a sudden the dog started sobbing, “For the bone I have made sacrifices too. I left my beloved master who 

wasn’t favour of me keeping the bone.” saying this, the dog started to masticate the bone. Shocking was the 

sight the traveller saw! Actually, the bone was dead dry and shaggy. As the dog chewed the bone the sharp 

edges of it made the dog’s mouth bleed. Now the traveller could perceive that the dog was just getting the 

flavour of his own blood which he had inside him all the time. But the dog was so obsessed with the bone 

that he could not distinguish between his pleasure and his pain. Though the traveller could have disclosed 

the fact but he kept mum and left the place. The traveller let the dog live in his own muse. 

[Here the metaphor has been used to represent the fact that all the earthly pleasures we associate with 

different materials are just the manifestation of own consciousness. Here the ‘Dog’ represents the vices of 

human nature; the ‘Traveller’ represents a person with wisdom; the ‘bone’ represents the materials of 

pleasure and the ‘blood’ represents our own consciousness that is the source of all pleasure] 
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TAT TVAM ASI 

                                                   (I)                  -JYOTISHKA DAS,3rd year, ETC 

       “To sleep, perchance to dream: -ay, there’s the rub; 

         For in that sleep of death what dreams May come.” 

                                                                             -Hamlet, Shakespeare 

The Prison was damp and dark. In his solitary cell, Vivek, a middle-aged man in his unkempt hair and wearing 
a shabby prison uniform, remained squatted on the cold floor with the meal bowl in his hand. Suddenly becoming 
conscious of his surroundings, his eyes momentarily rested on the shutter of the cell. It was left open. “Certainly, 
meal has been served. Did they forget to lock it?”, he wondered. Nevertheless, he enjoyed his supper after languishing 
for many days in the grim solitary confine of his cubicle. It was wholesome.” Royal treatment for a serial killer!” he 
wondered with an ugly grin and unabatingly dozed off. An hour passed by and the howling of the wolves woke him up 
all of a sudden into the warm grisly night. Recuperating from the eeriness of his surroundings, suddenly he noticed a 
shadow approaching him through the grills of the shutter in the dim light of the prison corridor.  Vivek shuddered in 
fear.  

He shouted, “Who are you?” 

The shadow replied (or so he thought): 

 “I am you and you are me, 

 I have come to avenge thee.” 

Vivek muttered, "Why? I have done no wrong", trembled as he asked. The Shadow replied, "Well, I can forgive 

you. Follow me". Vivek was hypnotized. He looked dazed at the shadow and in his trance, followed it. Where were the 

guards? Couldn’t they see the entire phenomenon? 

He followed the shadow out of the jail till he reached the end of the cliff. Just at that moment the 

shadow vanished. The sky was filled with dark clouds and there were gushes of wind blowing. It was the pure black of 

the night that gave the peeking stars their beauty, and in it, he thought, his heart was safe, his soul serene. The sound 

of the crickets mingled with the voice of shadow echoing in his ear. "Just do it and be free! Enjoy! Forgive yourself.” 

After a while, he got his nerves and slowly and steadily moved forward. Taking a long deep breath, he put his right foot 

forward and jumped off the cliff. That was the end of him                          (II) 

“The stars are not afraid to appear like fireflies.” 

- Stray Birds, Rabindranath Tagore 

 Decades later, at a modest house in a small unknown town, a little boy of eight years, sitting on his father’s 

lap asked him suddenly,” Papa, although I try to give something my best, I fail to do it. It is so frustrating. Why does 

it happen to me?”  

The father smiled and said, "Listen, son, it is not that you cannot do anything. The matter to be noted is that 

you can do something. Now while I am away just look at the mirror yourself. “What shall I see, Papa?", he queried.” 

Just see it.” smiled his father. 

The boy obeyed the advice of his father. He silently went to the mirror. There he could see his own reflection. 

Dreamily he looked at it while his father trotted out of the house. Suddenly, he heard a voice. No, it was not a voice.  

As if his own reflection said to him, "Be bold." 

The boy asked trembling, “Who are you?"  

                                           His reflection replied, 

 “I am you and you are me, 

 I have come to rescue thee. 

I am your heart and your Soul. 

      I will assist you to reach your goal.” 
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List of students taken admission during July 2015 

Sr 
No. NAME EMAIL ID MOBILE NUMBER 

1 A R Akhilesh Kumar Akhileshku52@gmail.com 9475082622 

2 Abhijeet gupta abhijeetgupta40@gmail.com 7830770835 

3 Abhijeet Kumar abhijeetrajak600@gmail.com 9709980177 

4 Abhinav Kumar kumarabhinav514@gmail.com 8906158667 

5 Abhishek Baragaon aevzoe9@gmail.com 7602564177 

6 Aditya Kumar adityaboscoite@gmail.com 9163911345 

7 Amit Kumar savvyamit@gmail.com 8334030591 

8 Amit kumar amitrjkr@gmail.com 9006607639 

9 Amit Laha amitiiests@gmail.com 8900399088 

10 Ananya Bandopadhyay ban.ananya19@gmail.com 8348700039 

11 Animesh Gorain animeshgorain4037@gmail.com 9614954972 

12 Anirban Akhuli anirbanakhuli@gmail.com 9475443795 

13 Anirban Kundu anirbankundu1997@gmail.com 8013865991 

14 Anwesha Das 1998anwesha@gmail.com 9051081634 

15 Arpan Basu arpanbasu28@gmail.com 9674546158 

16 Ashish kumar Singh ask.ashish17@gmail.com 9453527938 

17 Ashu Choudhary ashu.choudhary96@gmail.com 8961566734 

18 Ashutosh kumar ashuiiest@gmail.com 8622854998 

19 Avilash Biswas avilashiiest@gmail.com 8013682068 

20 Aviral kumar Shahiaviral1@gmail.com 9883098462 

21 Ayan Biswas ayanbsws432@gmail.com 7501722759 

22 Biplob Ghosh ghoshbiplob1997@gmail.com 8670698161 

23 Chandra Shekhar Panigrahi cspanigrahi2667@gmail.com 8820444726 

24 Debadri Som somdebadri@yahoo.in 9903354936 

25 Debjit Majumder Debjit.ankur@gmail.com 8116579391 

26 Gaurav Anand anandgaurav650@gmail.com 7044616203 

27 
H G Surya Dutta Aravapalli hgsuryadutta@gmail.com 9874779891 

28 Himanshu Patel himanshupatel8797@gmail.com 8622875681 

29 Jayeeta Mondal jayeetamondal2015@gmail.com 9432491651 

30 Jyotirmoy Saha jyotirmoysaha100@gmail.com 8016534858 

31 Kamal Nayan nayan6014@gmail.com 9681699205 

32 
Karuna Shankar Upadhyay karuna661@gmail.com 8274918958 

33 Kaushik Shekhar ks0509.bgp@gmail.com 8336862165 

34 L.Luihing Robert rluihing@gmail.com 8118900319 

35 Madhab Paul madhabpaul354@gmail.com 8582913178 

36 Mayank Shekhar Mayankshekhar9931@gmail.com 9163500159 

37 Mazharul Islam mazharulcrj1101@gmail.com 9475628643 
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38 Meghdeep Pal meghdeeppal@gmail.com 9547450467 

39 Mohit Doharey mohitdoharey@gmail.com 8420411621 

40 Mousumi Sahoo mousumisahoo2015@gmail.com 8670549499 

41 Mrinmay Khamrui mrinmay.khamrui@gmail.com 7872023689 

42 Mukesh Sing singmukesh166@gmail.com 7407805385 

43 Neetu Singh me.neetu97@gmail.com 9456606264 

44 Niket Sinha niketsinha18@gmail.com 8210973455 

45 Pappu Kumar prock001996@gmail.com 9748161492 

46 Phupden Tamang phupden.tamang73@gmail.com 8906712473 

47 Pramit Das pramitdas333@gmail.com 9679833149 

48 Punit Kankane kanpunit@gmail.com 8481029383 

49 Rahul chowdhury rahul.chowdhury96@gmail.com 8697151168 

50 Rajib Sarkar Rajibiiestce@gmail.com 8420949490 

51 Rishabh Rai Rishabhrai6325@gmail.com 9062148225 

52 Rishi Kumar rk0363293@gmail.com 9525020873 

53 Roshan Rana roshanrana789@gmail.com 9163921642 

54 Rounak Ghosh rounakiiest@gmail.com 9674689963 

55 Sakil Farhan sakilfarhan223@gmail 9749783868 

56 Samujjwal Naskar samnaskar4@gmail.com 8986736654 

57 Sanatan Mahata smahata404@gmail.com 8972604365 

58 Santanu Mahato santanumahatoiiest123@gmail.com 9647534322 

59 Sarranya Banerjee banerjeesarranya@gmail.com 9434189277 

60 Satyam Satyamkumar1998@gmail.com 7044616201 

61 Satyam Kumar satyamvishcool@gmail.com 7909000400 

62 saunak kumar rana saunakjgm2015@gmail.com 8170998747 

63 Sayak Patra patra.sayak.26@gmail.com 9679444672 

64 Sayan Das sayandas817@gmail.com 7407794466 

65 Shabab naiyer naiyershabab@gmail.com 9431689886 

66 Shantanu Anand shantanuanand96@gmail.com 8537828593 

67 Sharad Srivastava sharad.sri011@gmail.com 9532970072 

68 Shipra Singh shiprasingh2360@gmail.com 8697285270 

69 Shivam Shaishav shaishav.shivam721996@gmail.com 9163261537 

70 Shuvam Mukherjee mukherjeeshuvam07@gmail.com 8013473642 

71 Sneha Mandal snehaamandal@gmail.com 9531624800 

72 Snehajit Ghoshal snehajitghosal@gmail.com 9933061093 

73 Snehasis Roy sroycivil46@gmail.com 9091120438 

74 Somya Sahana mailme.soumo@gmail.com 8420491051 

75 Sonam youden sonamyouden8@gmail.com 8436608841 

76 Soumya Sarkar soumasarkar.19@gmail.com 9038677452 

77 Soumya Suvra Dutta soumyasuvradutta1@gmail.com 9475500780 
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78 
Soumyadeep Ghosh mrsoumyadeep.ghosh1997@gmail.com 7384317653 

79 Sourav Kumar Sharma sk44.sharma@gmail.com 7059151368 

80 Sourav Shah sourav.rock13@gmail. com 8972041244 

81 Subhajit Ghosh subhajit.ghosh.97@gmail.com 9874601111 

82 Subhajoy Datta Subhajoy1998datta@gmail.com 8967518495 

83 Shubham Das subham.das24@gmail.com 9735394286 

84 Subham Mahato subhammahato051@gmail.com 8906543437 

85 Subham Patra subhampatra892@gmail.com 9163037440 

86 Sudhir Kumar shaw Sudhir.shaw1906@gmail.com 8621874720 

87 Sumit Ranjan sumitranjan3012@gmail.com 9748556915 

88 Syed Quaisar Mukhtar 
Peerzada syedumer5115@gmail.com 7044740928 

89 U Naveen nanadunavi073@gmail.com 9491549073 

90 Udita Jana uditamisti@gmail.com 9732977042 

91 Ujjwal Krishna Krishnaujjwal01@gmail.com 7654761513 

92 Uttam Kumar uttam3130@gmail.com 8622963911 

93 Vishal Bharti vishalbhartijha@gmail.com 9874409426 

94 Vishal Kumar krvishal710@gmail.com 8482047273 

95 Vivek Choudhari vivekchoudhari88@gmail.com 8961575207 

96 Wasiqur Zaman wasiqurz011@gmail.com 9007035236 

99 Zafar Ali Molla go5zafar@gmail.com 9681798666 
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